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CIIAPTER   I
INTRODUCTION
There  was  a  definite  need  for  a  detailed  account  of  the
history  of  education  in  Glynn  County,  Georgia.    Many  brief
accounts  had  been  made  in  past  years  relating  some  of  the
history  of  the  county  educational  system.    These  brief  his-
tories  primarily  dealt  with  the  histor.y  of  the  town  commons.
4.Imost  no  resear.eh  had  been  done  on  the  subject.
I.      TEE  PR0BIEM
__§=t_a_±=9=m_e=n=t__  ££  ±}±g  T)roblem®      It   was   the   pun.pose   of  this
study  (1}   to  make  a  comparison  of  enr.ollment,  expenditures,
and  f&o  lities;   (2)   to  examine  illiteracy  figures;  and  {3}  to
relate  the  problems  of  van.ious  years  and  tell  how  these  prob-
lems  were  overcome  by  the  educational  leaders  of  the  time.
Importance  p£ ±]±± g±±±§E.    A  histor.y  of  the  educational
system  of  Glynn  County  will  be  valuable  to  writer.s  of  books
op  articles  concerning  the  state  of  Georgia  as  a urhole,  but
trill  be  more  ixpoptant  as  a  means  to  let  the  teachers,  public
officials  and  citizens  of  the  County  ]mow  and  appreciate  the
achievements  of  those  who  have  gone  before  them.
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11.      PROCEDURE
The  urlter  began  his  collection  of  materials  for  this
thesis  in  Glynn  County  itself .    This  work  was  done  at  the
Brunswiok  and  St.  Slmons  ljibrary.    Next,  the  writer  went  to
Atlanta,  Georgia,  and  did  research  ln  the  Carnegie  Libp&ry.
Following  this,  visits  were  made  to  the  office  of  county
superintendent.    During  several  visits  the  writ®p  read  the
minutes  of  the  board  of  education,  anditorsl  reports,  and
publications  of  the  board  of  education.    Personal  interviews
with  residents  of  the  toim  and  county  were  held  neJct  in  or.dep
to  get  information  which  had  not  been  wl.itten.    Final  prepa-
r.ation  for  this  study  was  made  ln  the  libraries  of  the  Uni-
versity  of Georgia  at  Athens,  studying  the  Public  Laws  of
Georgia,  and  other  pare  books  pept&ining  to  the  county.
CHAPTER   11
HISTORICAli  BACKGROUND
I.      REVIEW   OF   THE  EDUCATIONAL  HISTORY   OF   GEORGIA
Very  little  was  accoxplished  ln  the  educational  history
of  G®opgla  ln  the  colonial  peplod.    Under  the  propl.ietors,
education  was  carried  on  in  conjunction  with  peliglon.    Young
men  were  hlr6d  as  itinerant  catechists  and  went  from house
to  house  fop  the  ptil.pose  of  instr.ucting  in  writing  and  incul-
cating  religious  ideas.    The  rermmepation  was  low,  and  many
of  these  young  men  worked  at  other  jobs  to  supplement  teach-
ing.    ELich  of  the  education  was  carried  on  by  the  work  of
such  men  as  Chrlstopher  Opbman  of  the  Salzburgers  who  came
to  Georgia  and  settled  near  Ebenezer  in  173h.i    Dorottry  Orp,
1n  her  HistoHr  e£  _E_QHc&_t__i_g=n  ±p  Georf£1a,   States  that   "talth
feu  exceptions  the  teaLcheps  hired  by  the  tl.ustees  were  incom-
petent,"2 One  exception was  the  teaching  of  Charles  Delanotte,
who  came  to  Georgia  in  1735  with  Char.l®s  and  John  Wesley.
Delamotte  began  the  first  regular  school  ithioh,  under
tbe  leadership  of  James  H&bersham,  was  converted  into  an
oxphanage  and  called  Bethesda.    Stevens,  1n  his  History'  e£
i DOpothy  OI.P,
(Chapel  Hill:  Unlvers
2 EEig.,  p.  6.
A  Histo
1fy aFtFcj
of  Education  ln___   _   _  __I:___i  i        -    -        _ gsRE, p. 5.al.olina  Pro
L
Georgia,  says  that  only  the  most  elementary  subjects  trere
taught  and  that  Bethesda  was  the  only  school  which  had  equip-
ment  to  meet  the  educational  standal.ds  of  that  time.3
When  Georgia  became  a  royal  colony  in  1752,  prosperity
cerue  with  the  new  leadership.    Private  schools  flour.1shed
throughout  the  coastal  area.    These  schools  were  attended  by
the  wealttry,  of  cour.se,  trith  little  or no  provision  for  the
children  of  the  poor  olass  of  people.    Up  until  the  time  of
the  Revolution  the  colonists  other  than  the  wealthy  found
\
themselves  without  formal  education.
After  the  Revolution  the  legislature  enacted  laws  ln
1783,  178tr,   and  again  in  1798,   sanctionlng  academies  and  pro-
viding  a  mediocre  financial  support  by  granting  land  to  the
new  schools.    This  type  of  suppol.t  proved  highly  unsatis-
factory  as  land  sales  were  poop  and  title  to  rmich  of  the
land  was  in  dispute.h    The  gp®at  boom  in  academies  came  after
the  War.  of  1812  tirlth  the  period  of  prosperity  which  followed.
A  few  of  these  academies  which  came  into  existence  during  this
period  still  survive,  notably  Richmond,  Chatham,  and  Glynn.
Hany  academies  other  than  those  supported  by  the  state  ca]ne
3
Discovery¥#L#o:::oL:TgeE3::€±SnH#t3r¥sgt±S3£g±±tELgm,
Pork :   A551eton  and  €61Ixp'a.ny,   18-iT7=}=-=--=b=.i-=2-9--±=
h  orp,  eE.  gE.,  p.  21.
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into  existence  early  in  the  nineteenth  century.    One  such
private  foundation  acaderry  which  was  founded  as  a  corununity
project  was  Union  Acadeny.in  Putnam  County.    The  first
teacher  employed  at  this  acadelngr  was  William  H.  Seward  of
Hew York,  who  was  later  Secretary  of  State  under  President
Lincoln.5
In  178tr,  a year  after  the  first  legislation founding
academies,   a  body  called  the  Senatus  Academictis  was  founded.
This  body  consisted.  of  the  govermop,  the   judges  of  the
8npreme  Court,  the  president  of  the  senate,  the  speal[ep  of
the  house  of  pepresentatlves,  and  the  board  of  tmstees
appointed  in  the  oplgin&1  act  of  178tr.6    This  group  tr&s
responsible  for  the  ''1itepature  of  the  state."    The  plan  was
to  erect  a university  and  let  the  academies  serve  as  t'feeders.'`
This  university  was ,founded  &s  Franklin  College  in  1801,  and
constpuetion  began  in  the  same  year.    One  part  was  located
in  Greene  County,  with  the  main  body  itself  in  Clapk®  County.
In  18tr9,  the  Senatus  Acedemicus  was  abolished,   and  the  powers
turned  ov©p  to  the  board  of  trustees  of  the  University  of
Georgia,
In  1821,  the  question  of  endowing  free  schools  came  up
for  settlement.    In  1817,  the  Georgia  Ijegislature  had
ERE.,  p.  28.
6 ire. ife.
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apppoprlated  money  which  was  to  be  invested  and  the  interest
used  to  create  and  support  free  schools.    In  1821,  this  fund
was  almost  two  hundred  and  forty  thousand  dollars.    The
legislator.e  voted  the  same  year  to  increase  this  sum  to  five
hundred  thousand  dollars  with  the  same  instrmctlons.7    The
ppovlslon  was  made,  however,  to  divide  the  money  between  the
academies  and  the  free  schools.
A  fight  was  made  ln  the  legislature  in  1822  by  Joseph
J.  Singleton  of  Jackson  County  and  Representative  Tomllnson
Fol.t  of  Baldwin  County  to  establish  a  system  of  education
throughout  the  state.    Through  th©ip  efforts  a bill  was
introduced  to  establish  common  schools  ln  the  state.    This
bill  was  defeated,  as  were  two  other  bills  presented  ln  the
s8Lne  year.
In  December,   1922,   these  men  became  discour.aged  and
voted  fop  the  establishment  of  a  poop  school  fund.    This
fund  consisted  of  twelve  thousand  dollar.s  divided  among  the
counties  according  to  the  number  of  pupils  enrolled  ln  the
school.    It  is  to  be  assumed  that  this  money  came  from  the
interest  of  the  fl.ee  schools  and  academies.    From  1822  to
1829,  the  fund  undeFTent  many  revisions.    Dorottry  Ore,  in
her  Education ±± g±oL=g±±,  states  that  ''not  only  was  the
7 E.  Merton  Coulter,
Hill:  The  University  of  Nopt
p.  285.
EHEEqEE
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legal  machinery  clumsy,  but  the  motive  back  of  it  was  half-
hearted.w8
Nevertheless,  the  fund  provided  some  elementaLr'y  edu-
cation  for  the  children who  would  have  probably  had  none.
Many  schools  of  this  type  were  founded  through  local  effort.
As  early  as  the  period  1817  to  1823,  schools  fop  the  indigent
were  established  in  August&,  Savannah,  and  in  Glynn,  Richmond,
Mclntosh,   and  Baldwln  Counties.
The  most  prevalent  school  in  the  ant©belltin peplod
was  the  old  field  sebool,  so  named  because  of  its  customary
location  in  the  comrmmity.    This  school  sprang  from the  same
roots  as  the  academies,  but  taught  only  the  most  elementary
subjects.    The  teachers  of  this  type  school  were,  1n  general,
men  who  wandered  about  the  countryside  and  bid  on  a  job  to
teach  the  chlldr®n  of  the  cormunlty.    Usually  no  examlnatlon
was  given  to  the  teacher,  and  men  of  low  morals  flooded  the
pl.ofesgion.    The  teachers  generally  boarded  at  the  homes  of
pupils  for  periods  varying  in  length with  the  number  of  pupils
he  had.    Hany  tJere  cruel  according  to  the  standar.a  of  even
that  time,  and  all  enforced  the  type  of  discipline  which
tfould  be  frormed  upon  today.    A  fet.  of  these  teachers  w®pe  of
a high type,  especially  those  of  Irish  and  Scottish  origin.9
Orr,  E.  £±±.,  P.  80.
9 EE¥.'  p.  81.
'
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Further  attempts  were  made  in  1832  under  Govemop
Hum;pkin  to  establish  a  common  system  of  schools,  but  nothing
came  of  it®     By  1835,  Geol.gla  had  accumulated  over  a  million
dollars  in  the  Federal  Treasury  which was  its  share  from  the
sale  of  western  lands.    The  edvocators  of  common  schools
seized  this  opportunity  and  succeeded  in  1837  1n  securing  a
common  school  lan  which  gave  the  schools  one  third  of  the
above  sun.10
An  amendment,  however,  to  this  bill  robbed  it  of  sup-
port  by  tazatlon,  and  after  the  national  panlo  of  1837,  the
bill  establishing  common  schools  was  rescinded.    In  the
panic  of  1837  the  funds  for  the  support  of  the  schools  in
general  were  greatly  reduced.    In  the  following  years  the
amount  pep  pupil  was  less  than  one  fourth  that  granted  in
1837®    The  condition  of  the  schools  became  worse  during  the
ne][t  twenty  years  and  continued  this  way,  with  the  exception
of  the  latter fifties,  until  the  destruction  of  the  educa-
tional  system by  the  Civil  War.
Although  the  condition  of  the  schools  was  generally
poop  dun.ing  the  period  before  the  Civil  War,  efforts  were
made  s®vep&1  tlme81n  the  1850Is  to  establish  the  common
school  1n  Georgia.    These  efforts  culminated  under  Govermop
Bpotm  in  1858  with  the  passage  of  a  second  corunon  school  law.
10
Cotiltep,  £E®  £±±®®   p.   287.
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The  law  provided  funds  to  meet  the  expense  of  teaching
Englisb  grarmar  and  geography  provided  the  outlay  per  pupil
was  no  greater  than  siJ[teen  dollars.LL    These  subjects  were
to  be  provided  to  pupils  between  the  ages  of  six  and  eighteen.
The  effects  of  this  law  were  great.    The  school  fund  was
increased  from approximately  thirty  thousand  dollars  in  1858
to  one  hundred  and  fifty  thousand  in  1860.    This  great
lmppovement  ln  the  educational  system  of  Georgia  which had
been  long  sought  by  many  was  short-lived,  for  in  the  year  of
the  educatorsl  greatest  tpiuxph  the  Civil  War  t'rang  down  the
curtain,"
Irmedlately  after  the  Civil  War,  Georgia,  under  the
new  constitutional  requirements,  enacted  a  lan  in  1868  pro-
vldlng  for  "a  thorough  system  of  general  education  to  be  for-
ever  free  to  all  children  of  the  state."12   This  act  estab.
llshed  the  office  of  State  School  Commissioner,  who  was  to  be
appointed  by  the  governor, and  also  decreed  that  schools  were
to  be  financed  by  poll,  show,  and  liquor  taJ[es  and  the  money
paid  ln  by  conscientious  objectors  to  keep  out  of  military
service.    This  was  supplemented  bF  a  general  proper.ty  tax.
Aft®p  the  Act  of  1870,  many  schools  began  operation
11  opr,  en.  2ife.,  p.17tr.
RE-ifEt±€£::s?eSn¥v::g:€y±og9a==±g::=±S==±sg±±gBEg,¥.±=85g±±'
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but  found  difficnlty  in  getting  the  necessary  funds  fop
teachers'  salaries  and  general  operation.    They  were  called
"Godless,  Negro,  Yankee,  and  charity  schools."13    At  the
end  of  the  school  year  of  1871  the  state  owed  three  hundred
thousand  dollars  in  back pay  to  teachers.    In  1872  when Dr.
Gustabus  J.  Orp  was  appointed  State  School  Commissioner,  he
directed  school  officers  not  to  establish  schools  for  1872
until  the  finances  could be  straightened  out.    Upon his  recom-
mondatlon  an  act  was  pass,ed  to  raise  money  to  eliminate  the
lndebtechess.
Dr.  Orr,  in  his  report  to  the  governor  in  187tr,  stated
that  thirty-five  pep  cent  of  the  population  over  ten years
of  age  could  not  read  op  write.    He  further  revealed  that
there  was  only  one  teacher  for  every  176  pupils  of  the
school  population.   \Thls  situation  was  changed  by  the  Con-
stltutlon  of  1877  which  contained  the  pliovlslon  that  "there
shall  be  a  thor.ough  system  of  common  schools  for  the  edtlca-
tion  of  the  Children  ln  the  eleli]entar.y  branches  of  an  Eing-
1ish Education  only..'Ltr   The  financial  support  of  these
schools  was  to  be  ppovlded  by  t'taLxation  or  otho"ise."L5
of  Geor::&J8¥88:  #8£#S5.¥Sa:=  Georgia  (Athens :  University
ltr saye,  en.  en„  p.  27o.
15 ERE.,  p.  289.
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Since  this  Act .of  187h  provided  only  for  the  elemen-
terry  school,  by  l89tr  the  secondary  school  had  almost  dig-
appeared.    By  1903  there  were  only  seven  four-year  high  schools
in Georgia.L6    Although no  assistance  was  given  ty  the  state,
cltles  and  torms  began  to  erect  high  schools.    In  1910,  a
bill  was  proposed  to  amend  the  Constltutlon  of  1886  and
admit  high  schools  into  the  school  system but  was  defeated.
mob  until  1911  were  the  secondary  schools  of  Georgia  recog-
nized  as  state  responsibility,  and  funds  delegated  for  their
support.
Dthny  improvements  were  made  in  the  period  before  World
War  11,  but  the  most  notable  was  the  schooliegislation  passed
in  1937  which  assur.ed  a  seven-month  school  term,  fr.ee  text-
books,  and  gave  the  teachers  the  first  state  salary  schedule.
In  1937,  the  state  distributed  almost  four.  million  te][tbooks,
and  in  191[1  the  free  textbook  distribution was  valued  at
$1®385,ooo.17
Since  World  War  11  Georgia  students  and  teachers  have
beneflted  by  acts  which  ln  19461ncreased  the  teaohersl
salaries  by  fifty  per  cent,  and  in  1951  tbe  enactment  of  the
mnirm]m Foundation  Program "hlch  increased  the  pupil  allot-
ment  and  established  the  minimum  salary  fop  a  teacher  with
1   orp, E. ±.,  p.179.
17  Meadot.a,  eE.  £±±..  P.140.
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four  year.s  of  college  at  twenty-four  hundred  dollars.    Accol.d-
ing  to  infol.matlon  fur.nished  by  the  Georgia  Education  Associ-
ation,  Georgia  spent  $95,237,681  for  schools  in  the  school
year.  1952-53.    Approximately  seventy  pep  cent  of  this  was
state.  twenty-seven per  cent  local,  and  three  per  cent
federal  support.
Looking  to  the  future,  the  Geor.gia  Education  Associa-
tion  adopted  a  resolution  in  March,  195h,  to  support  a  pro-
gram  entitled 4E  Adequate  Program  for  F±±¥_catiop  iE  Georgia®
This  new  ppogi.am  ls  designed  to  awaken  the people  of  Georgia
to  their  needs  fop  the  next  ten-year  period.    Teachers  ln
the  state  have  given  voluntar'ily  three  dollars  each  to  seoul.e
radio  time,  billboards,  and  handbills  in  or.den  to  bplng  the
needs  of  the  schools  before  the  public  eye.
Uhllke  those  of  an  eapllep  peiod,  moderln  Georgians
give  active  assistance  to  the  edueatlonal  needs  of  Georgia.
11.      HlsTORlcAL  BAGKGROuiro   OF  GljyNN  cOuNTy
Glynn  County  is  located .on  the  easter.n  coast  of
Georgia  between  the  Altamaha  and  the  Little  Satilla  Rivers.
It  is  composed  of  all  the  islands  between  the  Altamaha  and
St.  Andrews  Sound  and  the  mainland  lying  between  the  rivers
mentioned  above.    The  total  apes  of  the  county  is  apppo.t-
imately  tr39  square  miles.
Since  Glynn  County  lies  in  the  coastal  area,  the
13
elevation  is  genep&1ly  low,  bat  varies  between  a  height  of
fifty  feet  and  belotr  sea  level,  with  a  mean  elevation  of
fourteen  feet.
Approximately  a  third  of  the  County  ls  marshland,  witb
swamps  located  in  the  Southwest  and  the  west.    Some  Small
areas  of  suampl&nds  are  also  located  in  the  northwest.    The
largest  marshland  area  occurs  between  St.  Simons  Island  and
the  mainland,  with  a  slmilaLr  area  along  the  Turtle  River  on
the  northwest.
Along  the  broken  coastline  of  Glynn  are  found  many
piveps  8.nd  smaller  streams.    Between  the  island  and  the  main-
land  are  the  Makay  and  Fred®rica  as  well  as  the  Haxpton
between  St.  Slmons  and  liittle  St.  Simons.    The  chief  piv®ps
in  the  southern  part  of  the  countr.y  ape  the  Ttmtle  and  South
Bpunswick.
The  only  town  in  Glynn  County  is  Brmnswiok,  which  is
on  a  peninsula  between  Turtle  River  and  St.  Slmons  Island
sounds.    The  toim  itself  is  sittiated  on high  ground  between
the  East  River  and  the  marsh  on  the  east.
The  climate  in  Glynn  County  is  a mingling  of  sub-
tropical  and  temperate.    The  nearness  of  the  Gulf  Stream  pro-
tects  the  9.res  from  extremes  of  winter  Heathen and  the  sum-
mers  are  tempered  by  the  refreshing  sea  breezes.
The  earliest  inhabitants  of  Glynn  County  were  the
Guale  Indians,  who  ape  believed  to  have  been  a  branch  of  the
lil
mls]chogee  family  which  covered  most  of  the  southern  states.
The  women  of  the  tl.ibe  planted  small  patches  of  corm,  pump-
kins,  and  beans,  while  their  men  hunted  and  fished.    They
were  ver.y  peaceful  and  offered  no  resistance  when  the  Span-
ish  attempted  to  civilize  them.18
The  Jesuit  Misslonapies  trere  the  first  white  men  to
settle  ln  this  region.    In  1568,  Domingo  Augustin  and  Pedro
Rtliz  cane  to  Guale  and  established  missions  on  St.  Slmons,
Jekyll,  and  on  the  mainland  at  Talaxe,  tlhich  was  located  on
the  south  bank  of  the  Altamaha.19    In  1570,  these  missions
were  deserted  because  of  the  uprising  of  the  Yemassee  and
othezi  powerful  Indians  to  the  nol.th.
Hope  missionaLpies  came  to  Guale  in  1595®     These  were
of  the  Fpancisoan  OI.dep.    They  reopened  the  missions,  and
by  1675  there  tJere  four  missions  in  oua|o.2°
In  1685,  the  English  to  the  north  evidently  persuaded
the  Creeks  and  Y®massee  to  make  open  warfare  on  the  Spanish
and  their  Indian  allies.    The  mlsglons  were  all  destroyed  or
abandoned  by  1686,  and  may  of  the  pplests  and  Guale  Indians
were  slaughtered  or  captured  and  sold  into  slaver'y  in  i;he
Car.oline  Couper  Lovell,  EEf  gg±±±±;I ±£±j2g  e£  Geol.gia
( Boston:  Little.  Brom:1-and  CoapaivTi932=}Ti}~.T --
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West  Indies.21    Thus  ended  the  19.st  attempt  by  the  Spanlapd
to  colonize  the  Georgia  coast,  although  they  held  claim  until
1763,
The  next  white  settlement  was  that  of  James  Oglethorpe
in  1736®     OglethCirpe  came  south  of  the  Altamaha.which  was
then  considered  Spanish  territor.y,  and  founded  the  town  of
Frederica,  named  in honor  of  Frederick,  Prince  of  Wales.22
The  purpose  of  founding  Frederlca  was  to  establish  a  fort  as
a  defense  of  the  southern  boundar.y  of  the  colony  against  the
Spanish.    The  t-otm  was  located  on  St.  Simons  Island  at  a  bend
of  the  Fredez.ica  Rlvep  which  separates  the  island  and  the
mainland.    The  rmlns  of  tbe  old  fort  which  is  now  in  the
process  of  being  restored  marks  the  site  of  the  torn.    A  for.t
was  built  on  the  bank  of  the  Frederica  River,  and  a toim  laid
out  behind  it.    On  the  south  end  of  the  island  Oglethorpe
built  another  fort  called  Fort  St.  Slmons.    The  site  of  this
fort  ls  near  the  pl.esent  St.  Slmons  lighthouse.
The  town  was  well  laid  off ,  having  one  street  seventy-
five  feet  wide,  and  by  17rty  had  a  thousand  inhabitants.    This
nunbor  included  Oglethor.pe ls  soldieris  and  their  families.23
21 ERE„  p.  30.
univers::yLfuutb£:sfin:Vc=:;afy¥±=;8#,%.gr(NeuYork:
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Charles  and  John  Wesley  cane  to  Frederica  in  1736  and  while
there  founded  Christ  Chul.ch,  "hich  still  stands.    The  time
spent  by  Jo±m  was  very  short.    Charles  stayed  for  almost
three  months  but  became  critical  of  Oglethoxpe  and  soon  left.2L'-
The  Spanish  demanded  in  1736,   in  Frederlc&  and  in
London,  that  the  toim  be  abandoned.    Oglethorpe  sailed  irmed-
±ately  to  London  to  refute  the  Spanish  claims  and  r®turmed
the  following  year  as  cormandep-fin-chief  of  His  Hajestyls
forces  ln Georgia.    Realizing  that  he  would  need  the  help  of
the  Indians  in  case  .of  war,  Oglethorpe  met  with  the  Creeks
and  received  a  promise  of  help  from  them.    At  this  time  the
Creeks  declar.ed  that  they  had  always  ormed  the  land  from the
Savannah  River  to  the  St.  Mar.ys  River,   and  would  let  no  one
but  the  English  settle  on  it.25    This  agreement  was  reached
with  the  gpe&t  Chief  Tomochichi  of  the  Greeks  and  proved  of
great  value  to  Oglethoxpe  when  the  Spanish  invaded  St.  Simons
Island,
In  July,  17h2,  the  Spanish  sent  a  fleet  of fifty  ships
under Don  Monteano  "p  the  Georgia  Coast  to  rid  it  of  the  Thg-
1ish  settlements.    Oglethorpe  with  a  small  fleet  met  the
Spanish  as  they  entered  Cunberland  Sound  but  was  forced  to
retired  to  Fredepica.    The  Spanish  landed  on  the  south  end
Evens,  eE.  £E±~  p.  2h.
25  Lovell,  se.  ff..  P.  41.
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of  the  island  and  captured  Fort  St.  Simons.    The  following  day
a  scout  brought  Oglethorpe  word  that  the  Spanish  had  moved  up
the  island  and  were  near  Fpederica.    Oglethorpe,  with his
body  of  seven  hundred  men,  "hlch  inclirded  some  Scotch  from
Dal.ion  and his  Indian  auxiliaries,  surprised  the  Spanish
"hile  they  were  bivouacked  and  killed  two  hundred  of  them.
The  Spanish` thought themselves  outnumbered  and  immediately
left  the  island  and  sailed  southward  to  St.  Augustine.    On
July  11,  the  Spanish  fleet  came  to  Frederica  but  were  scared
away.    This  uns  the  last  attempt  to  destroy  the  settlements.26
It  ls  believed  that  this  battle  g&ved  the  colony  for  English
civilization.
Oglethorpe  returned  to  ELgland  in  17h3  to  face  charges
ag&1nBt  him  and  never  returned.    Fop  some  time  after  the
Battle  of  Bloody  Marsh,  troops  pemalned  at  Fredeplea,  but
were  withdpaim  after  the  Treaty  of  Aix-1a-Chapelle  in  17tr8.
In  1763,  after  the  removal  of  troops,  Fpeder.lea  declined,  and
ty  177tr  nothing  remained  but  rmins.27
Final  settlement  came  ip  176.3  at  the  Treaty  of  Paris,
urhen  all  territory  north  of  the  St.  Mar.ys  River tfas  ceded  to
England  by  Spain.    The  new  terrltor.y  was  divided  into
charles  wylly,  4nr±±±±  ±±±£_ S±.at.1.g±±g±  e£ ££±!=±:a  £eeife.
_f±e__Q¥gi_a  (n.p.:  Publ-ishaa  by  the  Hhor,197  ,  g= F=
27  Gate,  j2E.  ±.,  pP.  53-65.
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parishes,  two  of  which  were  St.  Patpicks  and  St.  Dav|ds.28
These  paLrishes  were  to  become  part  of  Glynn  County®
Most  historians  agree  on  the  date  of  the  founding  of
Brunswick  as  1771,  but  Charles  ltylly  ln  his Armals  an.a  Statls-
:!Z;Eg+E  9£  §±xpp  Qquptp.  GeopEla,   states  that  Brunswlck  was
founded  in  1737,   and  was  re-slil.veyed  in  1771.29    The  town  was
named  for  the  English  House  of  Br.unswick  from  which  came  the
KKing  of  England  of  the  tilne.    Ifany  of  the  streets  bear  the
names  of  outstanding  Englishmen  of  the  period.
With  the  coming  of  the  Revolution,  many  people  left
the  newly  formed  tot`m.  of  Bpunswlck  because  of  their  ppo-
Bpitish  feeling.    During  the  war.  itself  General  Provost  of
the  British  AFTry  crossed  the  St.  Marys  Rlvep  and  headed  towarid
the  Altamah&,  burning  many  hones  in  Glynn  County.30    This  was
the  only  noteworthy  action  in  Glynn  dun.ing  the  Revolution.
In  the  Constitution  of  1777,  Glynn  County  was  created
as  one  of  the  eight  oplglnal  counties  of  Georgia.    It  was
\
formed  from  St.  Patplcks  and  St.  Davids  Par.ishes,  and  nalned
in honor  of  John  Glyrm,  a  noted English  attorney.
The  period  after  the  Revolution  and until  the  Civil
the  State_    _   _L=  =       ___  _  I  _ g;o:g:rL=:?;i:::d:::#::,Rf
___.
29  Wylly,  j2E.  #.i  P.11.
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War.  is  referred  to  by  local  historians  as  the  Plantation Era
ln  G|yrm  County.31    During  this  time  Glynn  County  was  made
up  of  many  lapse  plantations.    Perhaps  the  most  famous  of
these  is  that  of  Pierce  Butler,  who  at  one  time  held  six
hundred.  slaves.32
Brunswick  was  pe-surveyed  in  1788,   and  lots  were  sold.
The  money  received  from  the  sale  of  these  lots  was  to  be  used
to  finance  an  acadeny.33    During  tbe  following  years,  Bpuns-
wiok  did  not  grow  rapidly,  however,   and  by  1823  the  town
beeane  deserted  and&1owed  to  grow  up  in  briaps.3tr
In  1826,  Urbanus  Dart  and  William R.  I)avis,  finding
tbo  toim  deserted,   secun:.ed  a  headright  from  tbe  state.    Par.t
of  this  he&drlght  contained  some  of  the  touri  cor!'mons,  which
had  been  set  aside  in  1771  to  be  used  for  the  town  as  a
whole.    In  1836,  Thomas  a.  King  secured  a  headright  for  the
pemainlng  seven  hundred  act.es  of  the  toim  commons,  but  this
was  not  contested  because  of  the  boom  which  had  hit  Bpunswick
and  the  people  thought  that  any  action might  hlndep  the
31 Gate, eE. ±.. E±m.
32  Lovell,  E. ±..  P.11.
33  watkins,  eE.  £±±.,  p.  381.
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economic  growth  of  the  cormrmity.35
During  the  boom  several  railroads  and  a  canal  from
Brunswick  Hapbop  to  the  Altamaha  were  contemplated.36    Accord-
ing  to  tradition  some  work  was  done  on  the  canal,  but  the  only
evidence  the  imlter  was  able  to  secure` was  photostatic  copies
of  documents  in  the  City  of  Brunswick  Surveyorts  Office  deal-
ing  irfuth  the  proposal  of  the  Canal.    The  bubble  finally  burst
in  18tro,  and  BI`unswick  returned  to  a  village  and  finally  a
Small  farming  cormmmity.37
Evidently  the  original  charter  was  I.escinded,  fop  in
1856  a  new  chapter  was  obtained  for  Brunswick,   and  James
Houston  was  eleet©d  mayor.38    In  this  same  year  a  suit  was
brought  against  Urbanus  Dart,  William  R.  Davis,  and  Thomas  a.
King  seeking  pecov®ry  of  the  town  commons.     The  decision  as
to  who  would  control  the  lands  was  held  up  until  1880i when
the  board  finally  won  out.    The  decision  was  that  anyone
holding  lots  which Dart,  Davis,  or  Hing  had  sold  them  should
Pay  the  board  forty  doll&ps  and  receive  a  qu|tc|aim.39
ERE.,  p.  6h.
36 ±. ±.
37 E9£.  ife.
38 ERE.,  p.  65.
39 se. ap.
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The  Civil  War  marked  the  end  of  the  Pleritatlon  period
in  Gly]m  County.    As  the  war.  progressed  the  people  living  on
the  islands  fled  inland  to  escape  the  federal  gunboats  ithich
harried  the  coast  and  laid  waste  many  of  the  plantations.h°
After  the  war.  marry  planters  tried  to  pestope  their
plantations,  but  met  fallul.e.    malay  of  them were  cut  up  and
sold  as  small  farms,  while  others  were  bought  by  northelm
bnsinessmen.    All  of  Jekyll  Island  was  bought  ty  New York
capitalists,  but  in  recent  years  has  been  purchased by  the
state.    At  the  present  time  lots  ape  being  leased  to  van.ious
incomie  groups,  on  which  they  can  build  cottages  as  surmtier
hone s ®
As  soon  as  the  war  was  over,  many  people  returned  to
Brunswlck,  and  the  town  began  to  grow  rapidly.    Joseph  Smith,
in  his  !E±±±=±±  £g  E±i±asi4£]±,  Georgia  £E±£  ±=a¥e±± ±9±±±fa,   says
that  in  1883  Bpunswick  was  relatively  small  but  rapidly
growing.u    By  1903,  Brunswick  was  a  bustling  city  with  many
businesses,  two  railroads,  and  a  steamship  |ine`tr2
After  1900,  the  boom  seems  to  have  ended.     Many  people
too  lived  in  BI'unswick  during  this  period  state  that  the
°  oouiter,  ee.  ±.,  p.  2L7.
u srdth, E. ±.,  p.  8h.
Le  mss  Jane  Macon,  personal  1ntervletJ,  May  7®  195h.
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growth  gradually  came  to  a  standstill  with  few  exceptions  un-
til  the  early  1930.a.    There  was  sore  boom  ln  shipbuilding
duping  World. War  I,  but  this  ended  shortly  after  the  war.
In  1920,  the  Eel.cules  Powder  C®mpany  came  to  Brunswick  and
proved  a  lasting  asset  to  the  econony  of  the  towh*    In  1936,
a  large  pulpmill  came.    This  mill  now  employs  several  hundred
men,
During  World  War.  11,  shipbuilding  once  again  became
an  ixportant  btlsiness  in  Brmnswick,  but  ended  with  the  war.
In  1951,  the  harbor  was  reopened,  and  shipping  is  improving
som©urhat.
Today,  Brunswio±c  and  Glynn  County  enjoy  a  large  tour-
ist  trade.    Not  only  the  rleh history  of  the  County  attracts
tourists,  btit  B]:.unswick  is  on  United  States  Route  Hum,ben  17,
which  is  a  direct  route  south.    It  ls  estimated  that  the
tourist  tl.&de  ranks  second  in  importance  in  the  industples
of  the  county.
Perhaps  the  product  or  industry  "hlch has  played  a
most  important  part  in  the  industrial  development  of  the
city  has  been  that  of  naval  stores.    In  1937.  there  were  many
turpentine  distillaries  opep&ting  and  pl'odueing  tuxpenbine
and  resin  from  the  gum  of  the  pine  tr®©.     In  1935,  a  new
ind"stzry  Came  to  Brunswick  and  began  to  produce  naval  stores
from  sturrl:ps  which  had  hitherto  been  left  to  rot.    There  ape
marry  uses  fop  naval  stores  such  as  paint,  lacquer,  shoe
23
polish,  and  pharmaceuticals.
A  few  years  ago  people  thought  that  the  lunber  indus-
try  in  Brunswick  and  Glyrm  County  was  about  gone,  but  in  1936
the  Works  Progress  Administration  estimated  that  the  forests
were  growing  f arty-nine  pep  cent  more  than  the  commodity
drain.LB This  is  probably  not  true  today  because  of  the  pulp
rnills  ln  Br.unswlck  which  use  mulch  wood.     I;urn.ben  and  pulpwood,
however,  must  still  be  rated  as  one  of  the  chief  industries.
Agricultural  interests  seem to  have  increased  in  the
last  few years.    In  1930,  there  were  Only  tr7,77h  act.es  in
farmlands,  while  in  1950,  this  had  lncl.eased  to  87,202  acres.th
lfueh  of  the  increase  has  been  due  to  the  increasing  nirmbep
of  small  farms  producing  lettuce  and  other  crops  suited  to
the  warm  climate.    Cattle  and  poultl.y  have  also  increased
the  acreage  in  this  area.
Glynn  County  has  many  modern  highways  which  connect
lt  with  the  other  ar.eas  of  Geor.gia.    Brunswick  is  located
on  United  States  Highway  Numbers  17,   25,   and  8tr.     There  are
two  radio  stations  I.epresenting  the  major  networks,  two
public  libraries,  and  one  daily  newspaper.
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Marry  attractive  churches  line  the  wide  palmetto  bor-
dered  streets  of  Brunswick.    There  ar`e  twenty-six  PI.otestant
Chum.ches,   two  Catholic  Chum.ches,   and  one   Jewish  Chum.ch  for
the  White  pace,  while  the  Negroes  wol.ship  ln  forty-three
protestant  Churches.tr5    Almost  without  exception  these  are
well  attended  and  supported.
Today  Bpunswick  is  a  prosperous,   growing  tot`rn.     In
1878,  it  had  a  population  of  about  three  thousand.tr6    The
United  States  Census  Report  of  1950  gave  the  population  for
that  year  as  17®953.
The  educational  history  of  the  county  will  be  dis-
cussed  ln  the  following  chapters.
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CmpTER  Ill
THE  EDucATIORAL  DEVELOpRENT   OF  GLylun   cOuRTy
FROM  EARLIEST   TIPH  TO   TEE   CIVIL  WAR
The  pr®o©dlng  Chapter  has  given  the  historical  back-
ground  of  Glynn  County  and  Br.unswiok  from which  came  the
educational  life  of  the  people.    This  chapter  is  devoted  to
the  study  of  the  educational  development  in  Glynn  County
from  the  meager  beginnings  to  the  destruction  of  education
brought  about  by  the  Civil  War.
There  is  a  relatively  small  amount  ®f  sour.ce  material
om  this  period.    Records  in  the  county  superintendentls
office  date  back  only  to  1883.    An  effor.t  has  been  made  to
determine  the  development  of  the  edueatlonal  history  of  the
county  duping  this  period  fr.om  the  Acts  of  the  General  Assem-
bly  pertaining  to  Glynn  County,  and  two  rather  complete  his-
tories  of  the  toim  c6mmons  contained  in  Reports  of  the  Board
of  Education.    Another  important  aid has  been  a  general  account
of  the  history  of  Glynn  Acade]ny  from  18h7  to  1855  as  recor.ded
by  Urbanus  Dart  in  an  answer  published  to  charges  made  by  the
trustees  of Glynn  County  Acadeny  in  1856.    Other  sources  have
also  been  helpful®
Dun.ing  the  colonial  period  Glynn  County  had  very  few
educational  facilities.    The  few which did  exist  were  on  the
islands,  fop  Bpunswiok  and  the  other  section  of  the  county
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were  wooded  areas  and  for  the  most  part  uninhabited  during
the  colonial  peplod.
As  has  been  pointed lout  in  the  historical  background
of  the  County,  Fred®rica  was  the  only  town  of  ally  impor.tance
in  Glynn  County  during  the  colonial  period.    In  17tr5,  the
Society  for  Propagating  the  Gospel  in Foreign  Parts  suggested
to  the  common  council  of  the  Trustee  that  if  a  school  ma8t©p
were  appointed  for  Frederica,  1t  would  furmlsh  his  books.1
John  U.  Dpieslep  was  appointed  the  teacher  at  Fpedepica
and  was  also  granted  the  job  of  serving  as  chaplain  of  a
regiment  in  order  to  supplement.  his  annual  s&1ar]r  of  ten
pounds.    Dpieslep  gave  instrmot±on  in  German  and  Thglish  at
the  school  until  his  death  wb.ich  occurred  before  the  year
had  ended.2    As  far.  as  can  be  &sceptained,  no  one  was  appointed
to  take  his  place  for  the  few year's  that  remained  before  the
Treaty  of  Aix-la.-Chapelle  of  17ly8  which  spelled  the  end  of
the  toiori  of  Fpedeplca.    There  exists  no  pecopd  as  far  as  the
writer  eould  find  of  any  oth®p  school  1n  Glynn  County  befoFe`
the  Revolutionary  War.
After  the  wapS  when  new  families  came  into  Brunswick,
many  families  were  desiroris  of  having  f&cillties  fop  the
education  of  their  childz.en  and  the  boundar.ies  of  their  lots
( Boston:  g#kEog:  #g3g::: !8!#f:p¥2%3¥oorietarv E=9Z±E££
2 ife. g±.
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fixed.3    An  act  of  the  legislature  was  approved  Feb]:.uary  1,
1788,  appointing  certain  cormissloners  whose  duty  lt  was  to
survey  and  sell  any  lot  in  Br.unswick,  except  such  as  were
poser.ved  for  public  use,  and  the  money  derived  from  the  sale
to  be  used  for  the  erection  and maintenance  of  an  acadeny,
t'end  fop  no  other  purpose.tth    lmiat  kind  of  school  was  epeeted,
who  were  the  teachers,  and  how  many  pupils  wet.a  enrolled  in
school,  neither history  nor  tradition  tells.    It  is  only  evi-
dent  that  the  toim  did not  grow rapidly,  and  the  school  rust
have  been  small.
In  1796,  another  act  was  passed  in  the  General  Assem-
bly  appointing  five  commissioners  for  Frederioa.    The  act
charged  the  cormissloneps  of  Brunswick  with having  the  toim
pe-surveyed.    Any  lots  which  were  unclalmBd  after  a  period
of  nine   months  were  to  be  sold  t'and  the  monles  en:.ising  from
Such  sale  shall  be  applied  to  the  support  of  an  academy  op
seminary  of  learning  in  county  of  Glyrm,  except,  so  inch
thereof  as  may  be  necessary  to  defray  a  part  of  the  expenses
in  laying  off  the  said  to.in  commons.tt5    The  commissioners  were
3 Glynn  County  Board  of  'Educati
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also  empower.ed  to  rent  op  lease  arry  part  of  the  cormons  in  or-
der  to  make  a  speedy  settlement  of  the  toim  of  Brunswick.6
An  act  passed  ln  1797  appointed  Richard  PI.ichard,
Hartin  Palmer,  and  Moses  Burmett  as  commissioners  of  the
courthouse  and  Jail  in  the  county  of  Glynn.7    This  coupt-
hotise  was  to  be  orBct®d  on  one  of  the  most  convenient  public
lots  in  the  town  of  Brunswick.    This  act  also  authorized  the
conveyance  of  the  lot  to  the  aforesaid  commissioners  by  the
cormlssloners  of  the  toim  of  Bpunswlck.    Another  provlslon
of  importance  was  that  which  authorized  the  commissioner  of
the  toiuri  of  BI.unswick  to  soil  five  hundred  acres  of  the  com-
mons,  and use  one  part  thereof  for  the  erection  of  a  court-
house  and  the  other  to  the  use  of  an  acadeny.8    Although
there  ls  no  proof  of  the  existence  of  an  acadeny,  the  wording
in  this  section  of  the  Act  of  1797  seems  to  indicate  that
such  an  lnstitutlon  existed.
For .the  next  several  years  the  picture  of  education  ln
Glynn  County  is  blank.    There  are  no  records  which  show  the
establishment  of  any  school  1n  the  county  befol.a  1819.    A8
has  been  8ald  prevloualy,  1f  such  an  lnstltution  did  ®xJLst,
it  rm.ist  `nave  been  ve:I.y  small.
The  next  written  record  of  education  ln  GIFnn  County
W&tklnsi  i9£.  ±.
7  ERE.,  p.  669.
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occur.a  ln  the  year  l81tr.    In  this  year  an  act  was  passed  ln
the  General  Assembly  combining  the  cormissloner.s  of  the  toim
and  commons  of  Brunswick  and  the  cormmissloneps  of  Glynn
dead®ny.    Tbe  men  appointed  to  fill  the  positions  were
William  Page,   Henl.y  Dubignon,  George  Dupree,   Leighton  Wilson,
and  Wllllam  Hotiston.9    This  act  stipulated  that  not  more
than  one  four.th  of  tbe  rents  of  the  town  corrmons  should  go
toward  the  erection  of  the  courthouse,  and  the  remainder
should  go  to  the  acadeny.    In  1818,  1n  order  that  the  court-
house'might  be  built,  a  tax  of  one  dollar  was  levied  on
unlxproved  lots  ln  the  town  of  Brimswlck,  and  three  dollar.s
on  improved  lots  was  authorized.L°
In  the  QEg E!±±±€=e±±n±  Elchteenth  4npu±±  BepQ£± e£
±E±g  £I±E±±±  S.eEo_9.I±  ££  £±mn  E±±±±±¥i   Georgia  ±±£  ±h£  E±±z  ££
Brunswlok  ls found  the  following:
In  1819,  the  cormnissloners  had  constrmct©d  a  neat  and
comfortable  building  fop  school  purposes.    This  bulldlng
was  erected  upon  the  cormions  being  on  a  site  of  what  is
now D  and  L  Streets.    A  school  was  supported  here  until
1823,  when  Brunswick  became  deserted  and  was  permitted
to  gI.ow  up  in  briar8  and  bushes.    The  streets  and  parks
H::eo:B:i::::5::i ¥£:h::ge¥££  left  to  tell  that  a village
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In  1821,  Sarmel  Boyd,  Henry  Dubignon,   James  Moope,
Isaac  Abpaharn,   and  John  G18nialet  were,  by  an  act  of  the
leglslatupe,  appointed  trustees  of  Glynn  Acadeny,  with  the
lnstructlon  to  promote  the  interest  of  the  acadezlry  and  to
e|.eat  suitable  buildings  for  the  education  of youths  &s  well
as  to  care  for  all  monles  belonging  or  pertalnlng  to  the
aoad®ny.12:.
The  leglsl&ture  in  1823  appointed  two  additional  com-
missioners  fop  Glynn  County  Acadeny.    By  the  same  act  the
legislature  authorized  the  commlBsioneps  to  appropriate  the
funds  of  the  acaderqy  to  ostabllBh  two  free  schools  and  employ
a  teacher  for  ®&ch.    No  child  was  to  receive  tuition  free
whose  parents  paid  as  much  as  tt.o  dollars  tax.13    The  follow-
ing  quotation  is  from  the  same  act:
And  be  lt  further  enacted  by  the  authority  aforesaid,
that  the  operation  of  Glynn  County  Aeadelry  shall  cease
after  the  time  expires  for  which  the  present  teacher
may  be  exployed,  until  the  funds  of  s&1d  institution
shall  so  lncpease  a8  to  enable  the  cormisslonep
carry  into  effect  the  above  named  free  schools. ihto
In  1826,  Urbanus  Dart  and  Wlllian  R.  Davis,  finding
the  town  deserted,  proceeded  to  obtain  a  headpi8ht  from the
g¥.±2G¥:::i:tfaL::#:::iL±e§o¥¥g±=-§¥di5¥i¥8#i¥
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state.    Then  t.his  became  generally  ]mot`in,  it  created  some-
what  of  a  sensatlon®     Manly  of  the  former  owners  who  had
failed  to  pay  the  tares  because  they  believed  the  land  to  be
of no  value  were  pacified  by  a  manifesto  appearing  ln  the
D±1_e]± Gazette  stating  that  no  land  would be  held  against
the  claim  of  a  tzrue  otm®p.     The  oth®p  group,  those  who  wep®
aware  of  the  right  of  the  commissioners  of  the  Acadeny,
received  a  letter  from  Urbanus  Dart  stating  that  he  had
given  up  all  idea  of  the  headrlght.15    Fop  ten years  follow-
ing  thl8  action,  no  attempt  was  mde  to  claim  the  land  under
the  headriigbt.    Also  in  1826,  Robert  H&zelhurst,   James  H.
Coupep.   Charles  a.  Cooper,   John  Happis,  Henry  Dubignon,
Samuel  Wright,  and  Daniel  Blue  were  appointed  commissioners
of  Bpunswick  and  granted  the  power  to  lay  out  the  torn.16
Evidently  people  began  to  Come  back  into  Brunswick  ln
the  years  between  1826  and  1829,  fop  in  1829  an  act  was
passed  by  the  General  A8sembly  authorizing  the  Inferior
Court  of  Glynn  County  to  Bell  the  Acadeny  Building  and  to
apply  the  proceeds  of  the  sale  to  the  edueatlon  of  the  poop
people  of  said  county  and  for  no  other  purpose.]7    There  is
p.  63.
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no  roeord  showing  to  thorn  this  property  was  sold,  but  the
tradition  is  that  John  Flynn  bought  the  .building  and  lived
in  it  for  nrmy  years.18
The  record  fades  out  here  until  the  year  1835,  when
the  General  Assembly  passed  an  act  d®claping  that  the  com-
mons  of  Brunswick  contained  nine  hundr.ed  acres;  aB  this  was
more  than  necessary,  the  law  authorized  the  sale  of  thpeo
hundred  acres  of  the  land.19    The  act  also  directed  that
one  half  of  the  proceeds  go  to  the  immediate  suppol.t  of  the
acade]ny  and  one  half  to  become  a permanent  investment  with
only  the  intel.eat  to  be  used.    The  land  was  dlvlded  into
five  acre  ranges  arid  scild,with  the  exception  of  the  academy
Pang®,  for  about  fourteen  thousand  dollars.2°
In  the  first  chapter  ari  account  was  given  of  the  boom
which  occur.pea  in  Brunswick  about  1835.    A  canal  from  Bruns-
tfick  Harbor  to  the  Altamaha  River  and  several  rallpoad8  wore
planned.    In  the  int®I.eat  of  one  of  these  railroads,  Thomas
Butler  King,  then  a  member  of  Congress,  obtained  a  headrlght
to  the  pemainlng  six  hundred  acres  of  the  commons  and  immed-
iately  transferr.ed  lt  to  the  Brunswick  and Flol.ida  R&ill.oad.
Miss  Jane  Hacon,  personal  interview,  May  7®   195h.
19  E±±=±IE-£±E£± 4EE±±a± E9Eg±.  ee.  e±±..  P.  50.
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There  was  sol:ne  talk  of  contesting  the  claim,  but  nothing  was
done  beca:iise  piiblic  sentiment  uas  that  such  action  might  hin-
der  the  prosperity  and  growth  uhich  the  town  was  enjoying.21
During  the  boom,   1n  the  yea]:.  1838,  application  was
made  by  the  representation  from Glynn  County  to  the  State
ltegislature  to  incorporate  a new  acadelny  to  be  lanown  &s  Brung-
utck  Acadeny.    Beginning  in  this  year.,  there  ls  a  pathep  com-
plete  account  of  the  histor'y  of  the  acadengr  in  Glynn  contained
ln  Upbanus  Dart's  4EgEsf j2£  Eb_gp=u__a_  Bg=±.22    The  account  which
follows  is  based  on  Dartls  answer.    Brunswick  Academy  was
&uthoplzed  by  the  leglBlatupe  at  which  time  it  also  repealed
the  Act  of  1823  establlshlng. two  free  schools  in  the  county.
According  to  Bar.t,  this  was  done  beca:use  the  people  in  Bruns-
wick  felt  that  the  money  aplslng  from the  rent  of  the  totm
cormnons  should  not  be  used  for  free  schools.
Then  the  legislattipe  lncoxporated  Brunswick  Acade]ngr,
1t  also  delegated  that  certain  funds  held  by  Glynn  Academy
should  be  tur.ned  over  to  Brunswick  Acedeny.    The  Trmst©es  of
Glymi  County  Academy  refused  to  do  s®  on  the  grounds  that
they  were  members  of  a  private  coriporation  and  not  under  the
jurisdiction  of  the  state,  but  added,  as  something  to  soothe
21  ERE..  p.  51.
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the  anger  among  the  tounspeople,  that  they  believed  that  the
inhabitants  had  increased  enough  to  erect  a  new  building  at
the  center  of  the  town.    This  met  with mich  favor  since  this
had  been  one  of  the  reasons  for  incorporating  BIIunswick
Aoadeny.
In  the  meanwhile,  the  Trustees  of  Brunswick  Aoaderny,
realizing  that  they  could  only  demand  a  small  amount  from
the  Act  of  1835,  which  left  ln  the  hands  of  Glynn  County
Acadeny  funds  for  the  purpose  of  supporting  free  schools,
decided  to  let  lt  be  known  that  they  were  in  favor  of  combining
the  two  boards  and  the  funds  to  erect  a  new  acadeny  building.
This  was  done,   and  Urbanus  Dart,   Joseph  Bancpoft,   and  Wllllam
Howard  were  appointed  by  the  board  as  a  building  committee  to
contract  and  build  a  new building.    This  building was  laid
out  on  H111sborough  Squaz.e  and  was  completed  ln  18!+1.
Teachers  were  hired,  and  school  was  kept  as  long  as
there  were  enough  students  to  justify  employment  of  a  teacher.
From  18h7  to  1852,   an  English  School  was  held  at  the  acadeny.
The  prlnclpal  teacher  during  these  years  was  Jacob  Moore.
Then  the  population  increased  and  a  teacher  of  higher  attain-
ments  was  needed,  Moore  resigned  and  recommended  the  hiring
of  Reverend  James  T.  Walte,  who  was  pecormended  by  the  Theo-
logical  Seminary  of  South  Carolina.    Waite  was  exployed  for
the  academic  year  1853.    At  the  end  of  the  year,  citizens
attexpted  to  throw him  out  on  the  grounds  of  lnoompetency,
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but  failed.    He  served  to  the  end  of  the  acedemlc  year  185L,
at  which  time  he  declined  as  applicant  for  the  year  1855®
James  Houston,   one  of  the  men  who  had  attempted  to  remove
Waite,  applied  fop  the  job  but  was  turned  down  ln  favor  of
a  rm.  Adams.    Adaus  began  the  year  1855  but  became  ill  and
ppoc.uned  Waite  to  serve  as  substitute  for.  the  remainder  of
the  year.    This  ends  the account  based  on  The  Answer  of____           _  -_  _     _+____             _   ___I_
EfunLng 2ife. .
In  the  meantime,   James  Houston,  who  had  been  refused
the  job,  rmnaged  to  arousepubllc  sentiment  a+galnst  the
TI.ustees  of Glynn  Academy  to  the  extent  that  when  the  Grand
Jury,  under  the  law  of  185tr,  appointed  the  tr.tistees,  Houston
and  his  group  were  elected.23    The  old  group  of  trustees
I.efused  to  recognize  the  new  tr.ustees,  thug  setting  off  a
qual.rel  between  the  people  supporting  the  two  f&ctlons.    The
decision  of  who  was  ln  the  right  was  finally  appealed  to  the
couts,
Meanwhile,  1n  185h,  a  charter  was  obtained  for  the
city  of  Brunswlck,   and  James  Houston  was  elected  mayor®  with
a  Board  of  Aldepmen  ttho  favored  him.2h    Since  the  courfes  had
not  decided  as  yet  which  body  of  tz.usteeB  was  to  be  recognized,
the  Houston  group  passed  an  amendment  to  the  City  of  Brunswlck
p.  65.
23  gas E±±±=s± £ES Elchteenth 4E±±±±± ESE9±.  £E.  £±±..
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Ch&ptep  making  the  City  trustee  of  the  town  commons.25    A  legal
battle  followed  this  action  in  an  att®xpt  to  secure  the  com-
mons  property  which  had  been  headrighted  by  Dartr`  and  Davis
in  |826  and  since  then  resold  many  tim.es.    The  case  in  which
the  tpuBtees  became  involved  was  the  case  of  Orme,  £E®  ±E®
E. Dart' ±. ±.
This  case  was  not  settled  irmedia.t®1y  but  continued
until  the  1880'8  when  Urbanus  Dart  died.    A  compromise  was
reached  in  1857  tthich mcs t  of  the  parties  accepted,  with  the
exception  of Dart.    The  Tr'ustees  of  Glynn  Acaderry  agreed  to
quitclalm  2tro  lots  fop.  the  sum  of  forty-t,wo  hnndlied  doll&I.s,
and  further  stated  that  anyone  else  holding  a  lot  should  pay
forty  dollars  to  the  trustees  and  rec®1vo  a  quitc|aim.26
During  the  year.s  which  this  account  of  the  acadeltry
covers,  there  ls  also  evidence  of  free  schools  opel.Sting  in
the  county.    The  United  States  Census  Report  for  the  year.
18rty  lists  Glyrm  Cour}ty  as  having  one  graded  school  and
ac&deny  with  forty  pupils.27    1thile  there  is  no  written  evi-
dence  to  this  effect,  it  ls  commonly  accepted  that  the  two
occupied  the  same  building.    In  the  United  States  Census
gn±rq¥-first  Annual  EepQ]=±,  ±p±.  g±±.
p.  67.
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Report  of  1850,  Glynn  County  is  listed  as  having  six  schools,
including  the  acadery,  seven  teachers,  and  an  enrollment  of
itr7  pupils.28
The  financl&1  record  during  tbis  period  ls  very  inade-
quate,  but  ln  181+1  Glyrm  County  received  for  the  year.s  183ly
to  1838  inclusive,  the  sum  of  $218.62  as  lt8  shale  of  the
poor  school  fund  being  distributed  by  the  state  dur`1ng  this
period.29    In  1850,  the  United  States  Census  Report  for  that
year  lists  as  income  for  Glynn  County  the  sun  of  $3,53L.00.3°
There  were  evidently  marry  tutors  being  employed  among
the  wealthier  families  because  of  the  low  illiteracy  rate  of
Glynn  County  in  1850.    This  assunptlon  ls  based  on  the  facts
that  there  were  few  schools  in  Glynn  County  ln  18ho,   as  has
been previously  stated,  yet  in  1850,  the  llliter.acy  of  tne  total
white  adult  population  was  only  from thl.ee  to  eight  per  cent,
while  many  other  counties  had  as  "ch  as  fifteen  per  cent  and
over  1111terate  ln  the  sarie  g|ioup.3L
Washingto:?13:dc:?a£:SAir::::n:?±;;;T:.p?eg;ESECensus.RE
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In  all  probability  the  number  of  free  Bchool8  in  Glynn
County  increased  ln  the  period  be for.a  the  Clvll  War  ln  the
wake  of  the  great  movement  fop  cormon  schools  during  the
p®|.iod  throughout  the  state.    Although  some  attempts  were
made  to  educate  the  children  of  the  county  during  this  peplod,
in  g®n®ral,  the  achievements  were  not  verry  notable.
CHAPTER   IV
TEE  DEVELOPRERT   OF   EDUCATION  FROM  THE   CIVIL  Wffi  T0   1900
The  second  chapter  of  this  thesis  gave  an  account  of
the  desertion  of  Brunswick  with  the  coming  of  the  Civil  War.
|n  the  thil.d  chapter,  the  gpouth  of  education  in  Brmnswick
and  Glynn  County  from  earliest  time  to  the  Civil  War  was\
traced.    It  is  the  pun.pose  of  this  chapter  to  show  the  devel-
opment  of  education  following  the  Civil  War  until  around  1900.
How  soon  after  the  war  any  schools  were  established
in  Glyrm  County,  there  ls  no  record  to  show.    Tbe  first  pecopd
of  a  school  is  found  in  the  year  1867.    Educational  diffi-
culty  occurred  here  as  elsewhere  ln  the  South  following  such
a  devastating  trap.
The  General  Assembly  in  1866  passed  an  act  to  amend
the  charter  Of  Brunswick  giving  the  mayor  and  council  the
right  to  leaLse  the  toim  commons.1    This  would  indicate  that
some  thought  was  being  given  &s  to  how  the  city  and  county
could  get  propel.  financial  suppol.t  fop  education  as ,early  as
a  year  after  the  war.    In  1867,  the  council  and  the  mayor  of
Brimswick  succeeded  in  leasing  a  portion  of  tbe  totm  commons,
which,  together  with  a  small  amount  of  funds  from  the  state,
made  possible  the  establishment  of  a  school  1n  the  old  acedelngr
_Bi=b±±± EgI±s  ±£  Geopgla  £9E i&££,  p.  18tr.
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building.2    There  are  no  statistics  as  to  how  many  enl.oiled
op  length  of  term,  but  the  assumption  of  the  wl.iter  is  that
the  facilities  were  limited,  terms  shot.t,  and  few  pupils  en-
rolled.    This  assum:ption  ls  based  on  the  f acts  that  the
financial  support  was  insufficient  and  that  education  thl.ough-
out  Georgia  was  inadequate  during  this  period.
In  the  year  1866,  in  order  to  meet  the  requirements
set  forth by  the  North  ln  order  to  be  re-admitted  into  the
Union,  the  General  Assefroly  of  Georgia  passed  an  act  cpea.ting
the  office  of  State  School  CommiBsloner  and  authorizing  a
public  school  system  fop  the  state.3    This  same  act  also
provided  for  a  county  school  cormisslonep  to  be  appointed  in
each  county  and  tliustees  to  be  appointed  in  each militia
district  in  the  counties.    Evidently,  nothing  was  done  in
Gly]m  to  meet  this  provision until  1873.    In  this  year  an
act  was  passed  by  the  General  Assembly  which  gave  the  county
a  better  eduoatlonal  system.
This  act  pr.ovided  for.  a  county  board  of  education  to
be  coxposed  of  thr.ee  `'freeholders"  of  the  town  of  Brunswick
and  one member  fl.om each  of  the  thr.ee  militia  districts  in
the  county  at  the  time.    H.  8.  Gould  was  appointed  from the
2
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Twenty-fifth District,  F.  D.  Scarlett  from  the  Twenty-seventh
District,  arid  W.  M.  Gynilllat  from  the  Twenty-sixth Distl.let.
These  men,  along  with  the  freeholders  from  Bninswick,  were  to
serve  terms  of  thpe©  years  with  two  members  being  appointed
by  the  grand  jay  each year.ha
The  powers  and  responsibilities  granted  to  this  board
ar.e  contained  in  the  following  quotation:
With  the  care  and  custody  of  all  school  houses,  sites,
school  libraries,  apparatus,  or  other  school  properties
belonging  to  the  educational  department  of  the  county  as
now  organized  or  hereafter  to  be  organized,  also  with  the
title,  care,  and  custody  of  all  property,  funds,  secur-
ities,  books  and  papers  belonging  to  the  Glgrin  County
Acadeny,  to  hold,  invest  and  dispose  of  the  pr.oceeds  from
the  same  a8  pl-ovided  by  law.    And  the  existing  board  of
tr.ustees  of  Glynn  Acadelny  are  hereby  authorized  and
instructed  to  turn  over  to  the  County  Board  of  Hducatlon,
as  soon  as  it  shall  have  been  organized under  the  ppovlsions
8fofg±=:C:;p:::  ::t:;:I::azE:5Pr°Perty.  funds a  securltles ,
Under  the  `same  act  G1]rnn  County  was  instructed  to  elect  a
county  school  superintendent  op  cormissionep,  not  by popular
vote,  but  ty  a  vote  of  the  newly  formed  board.6    Glyi:in  County
used  this  method  of  electing  a  county  school  superintendent
fop  years  following  this  act.    In  recent  years  many  other
systems  have  adopted  this  method.
PI|_b_1_i_a_  Eaggg  st  Georgia  fg]=  |§Z3,  p.   256.
5 ERE.,  p.  257.
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The  act  further  inst"cted  the  neu  board  to  examine
teachers  and  to  grade  them  as  first,  second,  and  third  grade
teachers  according  to  their  scot.e  on  an  examination  which
was  to  be  given  by  at  least  two  members  of  the  board  of
education  with  assistance  by  other  individuals,  if  the  boar.a
so  desired.    The  principals  of  the  various  schools  were  to
be  placed  in  the  fourth  grade  or  classific&tlon.7
Instructions  were  also  given  that  the  county  should
make  provision  fop  instruction  of  white  and  colored  children
btit  ln  separate  schools.    Requirements  for  teachers,  facili-
ties,  and  length  of  term  were  to  be  the  same  for  both  paces.
Up  until  this  time,  there  had  been  no  public  supported
school  fop  Negroes  although  the  Risley  School,  which  was  begun
by D.  G.  Rlsley  and  supported  by  charities  in  the  North,  was
ln  operation  ty  1870.8    After  the  Act  of  1873,  this  school
was  taken  over  ty  the  neu  board.9    Roland Dart,  a  Negl.o  living
on  St.  Slmons  Island,  remembers  the  early  days  of  the  Risl®y
School  well.    He  recalls  that  the  School  was  well  supported
and  was  apparently  a  very  good  school.L°
? a±E±±£ ±a±z± e£  Georgia ££= ±S|3,  eE.  £±±.,  p.  259.
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9 Egg. ±.
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Financial  Support  during  these  years  was  very  meager.
As  we  have  seen  previously,  the  state  owed  a  huge  debt  in  1872
and  was  forced  to  discontinue  schools  for  p&pt.of  a  year;
therefore,  allocations  from  this  sour'ce  mist  have  been  small.
The  schools,  however,   appariently  managed  to  struggle  along
on  this  small  amount,  with  the  aid  of  money  received  as  rent
on  the  totm  commons.
In  187tr,  the  report  of  the  State  School  Corrmissioner
lists  Glynn  County  as  receiving  $1,028.25  from  the  state  as
its  shape  of  the  common  school  fund.11    This  sane  r®popt  shows
Glyrm  County  as  having  h83  white  and  i,013  colored  children
between  the  ages  of  six  and  eighteen.    Glynn  County  did  not
report  its  enrollment  f ignres  for  that  year.
In  1877,  Glynn  County  had  two  graded  and  six  ungraded
schools.12    The  enrollment  figures  ape  given  for  the  ungraded
schools  as  157  white  students  and  163  Negro  students.    The
school  term for  that  year  was  only  three  months.    Eiven  if  the
ttFo  graded  gehools  had  a  high  err.ollment,  many  children  were
not  going  to  school.    The  same  source  lists  513  white  and  1,253
colored  as  being  between  the  ages  of  six  and  eighteen.    At
this  time  there  were  seventy-Seven  white  and  696  Negroes
( Atlant:: £S±ES £§E§}£Ei§SE§§Strff g¥96§$2±£ ££E£9± £2REi££igE8£
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between  the  ages  of  ten  and  eighteen  who  were  illitel.ate.
For the  adult  population  there  were  eighteen  white  illltep-
ate  and  964  Negro..13
The  following  year ,  1878,  the  school  tarn had  been
lengthened  to  four.  months.    There  wep®  enrolled  at  this  time
two  hundred  white  and  only  187  Negro  pupils.    The  average
cost  per  month  of  the  tuition  was  Sl.ly5  per  pupil.    Average
attendance  figures  for  this  year  show  that  the  average  atten-
dance  was  335,  with  only  39tr  enrolled  during  the  year.L!+
A  four-month  school  term  evidently  was  in  use  between
1878  and  1880,  for  in  that  year  the  school  term  was  once
again  listed  as  four.  months;  ho"ever.,  the  number  of  schools
ln  the  county  had  greatly  incl.eased.    For  the  year  1880,
Glynn  County  reported  to  the  State  I)epaptment  of  Education
that  it  had  two  graded  schools  and  nineteen  ungpaded  schools,
with  a  teaching  staff  of  twenty-five  teachers.15    This  was
an  increase  of  thirteen  schools  over  the  year  1878,  and  taking
into  consideration  the  above  figures,  one  would  be  led  to
believe  that  most,  if  not  all,  of  the  ungraded  schools
employed  only  one  toachep.
The  writer  could  find  no  mention  of  Glynn  County  educa-
tion  in  the  intervening  years  until  1883.    The  records  of
13  ERE..  P.  4.
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Glyrm  County  were  destroyed  in  a  fire  in  December,  1883,
leaving  no  record  for  this  year  except  a  few  brief  notes  on
the  happenings  ln  1883,  which  is  attached  to  the  first  pnge
of  the  minutes  of  the  board  in  188tr.
Mention  is  made  in  the  minutes  of  the  board  for
December  10,  1883,  which  ls  part  of  the  attachment,  of  sal-
er.ies  for  various  teachers,  although  no  names  ape  given.
The  principal  of  the  academy  and  his  four  assistant  teachers
were  bo  receive  a  total  salary  of  two  hundred  dollars  pep
month.    Two  other  teachers  outside  the  acadezny  were  to
Pec®ive  twenty  dollars  pep  month  for  two  months  of  teaching.16
This  would  seem  to  indicate  that  the  rural  schools  had  only
a  two-month  temn  for  the  same  year.
In  January,  188tr, `references  are  made  to  salarbes  being
paid  various  teachelis  in  the  county.17    R.  G.  Glbson,  too
was  then  principal  of  Glyrm  Acedeny,  was  to  receive  seventy
dollars,  and  four  other  teachers  listed  trith'him were  to
receive  total  salaries  of  $130.00  pep  month.    Another  to&chep,
who  was  not  listed  under  the  acadengr  group,  was  to  receive
thirty  dollars  pep month  for  three  months  of  teaching.
Glynn  County  began  the  first  taxation  for.  education  in
Minutes  of  the
10,   1883.
_B=9±r_a_.   Brunswick,   Georgia,   December
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i88tr.    The  legislature  ln  that  year  authorized  &n  .&d  v&1orem
ten  of  three  eights  of  one  mill  to  be  used  fop  none  other
than  educational  puxpoBes.18    The  same  act  delegated  the
authority  to  elect  a  board  member  from  the  newly  formed  135th
Militia  District,  and  in  order  to  harfe  the  board  balanced  as
to  county  and  city  representation,  an  additional  merfeep  from
the  city  of  Brunsw±ek.
The  minutes  of  the  board  of  education  for.  tne  year
1887  tell  of  the  election  of  A.  I.  Bp&nham  as  principal  of
Glyrim  Academry  and  show  that  he  submitted  a  plan  for  the  re-
opg&nization  of  the  school  system.19    The  plan  itself  is  not
contained  in  the  minutes,  but  later  on  in  the  same  year,  the
statement  is  made  that  very  good  schools  exist  under  A.  I.
Br&rrfum.20    Whatever  his  plan,  it  was  rroeting  the  favor  of
the  board  ®f  education.
There  were  many  private  schools  in  Glynn  County  dun.ing
the  seventies  and  eighties.    Bfr.  Harry  F.  Dublgnon  gives  fron
membory  facts  that  show many  private  schools  to  have  been  in
existence  dtiring  this  p©piod.     One  of  these  schools  was
oper.&ted  by  a  relative  of  his,  Hary Dubignon.    Others  that
Bth.  Dubignon  recalls  were  schools  operated  by  a  Professor  Lee,
Public  Ea±zE 2£  ge±F_g_|±,  |&&£±-££,  p.   602.
19  mnutes  2£ ±Eg E2a±,  Brunswiok,  Georgia,  July  12,  1887.
20  EREu  December  10,   1887®
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Miss  Phone  Williamson,   and  Pflss  Mattie  Could.     He  fur.thor
states  that  there  wer'e  also  private  Schools  for  the  Negroes,
as  well  as  a  parochial  school  for  Negroes  operated  by  the
pastor  of  the  Episcopal  Church.21
In  1888,  two  im.portent  events  took  place  in  the  educa-
tional  history  of  Glynn  County.    The  first  was  the  election
of  A.  I.  Branham,  who  had  been  principal  of  Glynn  Acadeny,
to  serve  as  county  and  city  superintendent  of  schools.22
This  placed  the  city  of  Brunswick  and  the  Glynn  County  admin-
istrative  units  under  the  same  head,  as  has  been  done  for
succeeding  years.    The  second  was  the  enactment  by  the  state
legislature  of  additional  flnanci&1  aid  of  the  schools.    In
this  year  the  legislature  granted  the  right  to  levy  a  special
tax  on  the  taJfable  pl.opel.ty  of  Brunswiok  in  the  amount  of  one
tenth  of  one  rfu||.23
The  first  class  graduated  from Glyrm  Acadeny  in  1888.
This  class  consisted  of  two  boys  and  four  girls.2h
Duriing  the  decade  before  the  turn  of  the  century,  the
board  of  education  stgiyed  in  financial  difficulty.    In  the
21  rm.  Harry  F.  Dubignon,  personal  interview,   June  18,  195L.
22  mnutes e£ ±±9 E9EE±.   Brunswick,  Georgia,   June  11,  1888.
23  E±±±±£  ±g±[£ g£  Geomia,  ±£££,  p®   108h.
2L  mss  Jane  Macon,  personal  inter.view,  }try  7t   195tr.
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minutes  of  the  boar.d  for  May  8,  1893,   a  recol.a  is  made  show-
ing  the  total  indebtedness  to  be  ff>11,398.8ha.25    The  minutes
of  the  board  constantly  show  instances  of  money  being  bor-
rowed  to  meet  expenses  and  pay  debts  in  the  years  before
1900.    In  1889,  a  new  brick  building  had  been  built  to  house
the  acadeny  and  Nelson  Gramar  School.26    Ffuch  of  the  indebt-
edness  of  the  schools  was  apparently  resulting  from having
to  meet  notes  on  this  debt  while  operating  during  a  period  of
financial  stress.
The  finances  of  the  schools  in  the  latter  part  of  the
century  were  such  that  in  1897  the  board  appointed  a  committee
to  approach  the  city  and  county  officials  in  an  effort  to  get
financial  aid  from them.    At  the  same  meeting  of  the  board,
a  financial  statement  showed  that  only  about  one  thir.a  of  the
money  for  teachepsl  salaries  would  be  available  for  the  follow-
ing  year.27    The  cormlttee  which  waLs  appointed  was  moderately
successful,  for  at  the  next  meeting  tbe  committee  stated  that
they had  received  ttto  notes  from the  city  and  county  totaling
#3.h8o.oo.28
mnutes  of  the  Board Br.unswick,   Geol.gis,   FTay   8,   1893.
26  Glynn  Acadeny  Student  Publication,   "The  Beach  Comber,"
Brunswick,   Georgia,   Febr.uar.y  ha,   1948®
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The  period  from  1860-1900  would  almost  seem  one  of
degradation  rather  than  growth.    Although  the  total  income
was  |&rgep  than  in  previous  years,  the  great  increase  in  pop-
ulation  demanded  a  lar'ger  outlay.     In  the  Ee_a_g±± j2£ ±J;}S g|£]2-
1ic  Schools  of  GIFTin  Co.unty  and  the  OitF  of  Brunswick  for  thee£  £±mp £9±±±±]r  £E£ ±ES  Eifz :9£  Brunswick  fsz!=  ±£±s
][£±g: ±2gB,  the  president  of  the  board  of  education  stated  that
the  system  could  not  successfully  operate  on  the  amount  of
less  than  fourteen  thousand  dollars  pep  year.  fop  the  entir.e
system.29    Edwin  Brobston,  tho  was  then  president  of  the
board,  in  the  same  message  suggested  that  the  board  should  do
away  with  the  high  school  and place  these  teachers  in  the
lower  grades.
The  schools  of  Glynn  County  for  the  yearsl889-1900
were  operating  on  a  one  hundred  and  sixty  day  term  fop  the
city  schools  and  a  one  hundred  day  term  for  the  county  schools,
with  the  exception  of  Frederica  and  St.  Simons  Mills,  which
were  kept  open  longer  by  subscription.30
In  1900,  there  were  four.  white  schools  operating  in
the  City  of  Briunswick  and  seventeen  white  schools  in  the  courity.
The  Risley  School,  which  included  the  elementary  grades  and
the  high  school,  was  operating  in  Br]unswick,   as  well  as  eighteen
29
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schools  out  in  the  county.31    The  enrollment  for  the  white
schools  was  810,  while  that  for  the  Negro  schools  was  lootr.
The  teaching  load  for  the  Negroes  dul.ing  this  year  was  almost
double  that  of  the  whites.32
With  the  turn  of  the  century,  Glynn  County  was  still
experiencing  financial  difficulty.    The  city  of  Brunswick  was
yet  indebted  to  the  boar.d  in  the  amount  of  over  four  thousand
dollar.s,  which had  not  been  tuned  over  from the  rent  of  the
town  commons.33    This  lack  of  cooper&tlon  on  the  par.t  of  the
city  certainly helped  to  bring  the  schools  to  their  great
need  at  the  turn  of  the  century.
1fuch  credit  is  to  be  given  the  educational  leaders  of
the  time  who  brought  about  a  ver.y  good  beginning  f op  the
present  educational  system of  the  county.
31  ERE.,  pp.19-20.
32 EEig.'  p.  17.
33 Ere.,  p.  io.
CRAPTER   V
A  PERIOD   0F  PROGRESS--1900-1920
As  has  been  ppevlously  pointed  out,  at  the  begirming
of  the  new  century  Brunswick  was  at  the  height  of  its  boom
period.    Although  the  years  since  1863  to  the  turn  of  the
centur.y  unfolded  merry  educational  advances,  Glynn  County
could  be  considered  as  still  being  in  great  educational  need
ln  the  year  1900.
In  1900,  a.  J.  Orr,  then  Glynn  County  School  Superin-
tendent,  reported  to  tbe  board  of  education  that  the  average
pupil  tuition pep  month  was  only  eighty-one  cents,  while
most  schools  throughout  the  state  were  getting  more  than  one
dollar.1
0prls  criticism  on  the  amount  of  tuition  char.ged  stud-
ents  brought  results.    By  the  school  year.  1903-Otr,  the  aver-
age  tuition  was  over  a  dollar,  While  the  tuition  for  the
high  school  was  one  and  one  half  dollars.2
The  total  expenditupes  for  the  year  1900-01  were
slightly  more  than  fourteen  thousand  dollars  for  an  enroll-
ment  of  i,827.3    The  finances  of  the  county  were  apparently
gREp£LE=±==kL#tFELE:EE±±S:E:=Egf¥d%E::=±o£:±±±§go#p¥.
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better  by  the  school  year  1903-Otr.    Although  the  enz.ollment
fop  1903-Otr  was  only  about  two  hundred  more  than  the  school
year  1900-01,  the  expenditures  had  now  increased  to  more
than  thirty-two  thonsand  dollars.h
lfuch  of  this  progress  was  probably  due  to  the  efforts
of  N.  H.  Ballapd,  who  was  elected  County  School  Superintendent
in  1901.5    Ballard  was  disturbed  by  the  poor  conditions  of
the  schools  in  the  county.    When he  was  elected  superinten-
dent,  the  schools  were,  1n  his  words,  nwithout  reputation  at
home  and  without  repute  abroad...6
The  progress  1.inder  Ballapd  began  to  take  shape  in  the
year  1903.     In  1900,   only  one  new  building  was  built.    This
was  at  Cyprus  Mills  and  at  a  Cost  to  the  boar.d  of  education
of  less  than  three  hundred  dollars.7    In  1903,  a  modern
gparmiar  school  was  built  at  a  cost  of  over  fifteen  thousand
dollars,  which  along  with  pepalrs  to  other  buildings  brought
the  total  construction  costs  to  well  over  eighteen  thousand
dollars.
.Bepo±t  e£  !E±±  Ptlbllc  fi±±g.e±s fe£ E29Qo  ep.  £±!..  p.  13.
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The  following  is  a  description  of  the  new  school  which
was  named  the  Purvis  School:
The  building  consists  of  seven  grade  rooms,  furnished
with  adjustable  chair-desks  and  all  other  appurtenances
that  go  to  make  a  complete  grade  room;  one  large  room,
equipped  for  shop  work,  domestic  science  and  elemental.y
experiments  in  physics  and  chemistry;  one  teachepls  room,
and  a  libpal.y,  and  all  other  equipments  that  go  to  make
:£daof±=£:  %::€Sw::hk:°:sE#Sing  are  of  the  modern  type
Enrollment  and  attendance  in  the  schools  were  very
poor  for  these  year.s  when  compared  with  the  school  census.
During  the  school  year  1905-06,  the  enr.ollment  was  only
2,111,  while  at  the  sarie  time  the  school  census  listed  more
than  forty-one  hundred  ln  the  county  between  the  ages  of  six
and  eighteen.10    Thile  there  were  2,101  enrolled  in  this
year,  the  avernge  attendance  was  only  I,337.11
Meanwhile,  the  various  schools  made  many  improvements
in  the  equipment  and  teachers.    Superintendent  Ballard,  in
1905,  pepopted  the  high  school  as  having  a  well  equipped
laborator.y  and  a  librar.y  stocked  with  books  necessary  for  the
hlstol'y  and  English  departments.12
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In  the  same  report,  Ballard  expr.essed  his  apprecia-
tion  of  the  well  trained  teachers  in  the  high  school  and
added  that  ''due  to  the  Small  salaries  paid  ln  the  county  and
the  great  inconvenience  to  which  the  teachers  of  these  schools
are  often  placd}  have  caused  great  difficulty  ln  obtaining
satisfactory  teachers  for  the  I.ural  schools.ttl3
The  financial  support  of  the  schools  contirmed  to  be
inadequate  during  the  neat  five  years.    Money  was  bopl.owed
from year  to  year  ln  order  to  meet  expenses.Ltr
In  1911,  the  financial  stress  of  the  board  of  educa-
tion  was  somewhat  alleviated.    In  this  year,  the  Genel.al
Assembly  passed  a  resolution  authorizing  the  sale  of  the  town
eormons.15    All  leases  were  to  be  cancelled  and  the  lots
sold  irmediately.    The  mayor  and  the  council  of  the  city  of
Brunswick  were  to  be  placed  ln  charge  of  receipts  of  the  sale
and  were  further  authorized  to  appropriate  the  money.16
This  same  act  further  strengthened  the  county  educa-
tional  system  by  giving  authority  to  levy  a  baJc  of  from  one
13
ERE.'  p.  16.
atifeLis±=:::±±±====±±¥iffi,:::±±±:£=±=±±:efg±m±£2±±E±=E
15  E}±±±±±  ±aEz£ LgLf  Georgia,  ±2±±o   P.   857.
16 ire. ±.
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to  three  mills  on  the  taxable  property  in  Bmnswlck  and  to
t.t]rm  over  this  money  to  the  boar.d  of  edrcation.17    In  1912,
the  board  of  ®ducatlorb finally  finding  itself  in  fairly  good
financial  status,  did  away  with  the  tuition  which was  being
18
Charged  the  high  school  students.
The  sale  of  the  town  cormions  and  the  passage  of  the
city  ta3c  for  school  purposes  seems  to  have  changed  the  finan-
cial  situation  ln  the  schools.    In  the  succeeding  years  before
1920,  the  writer  could  find  no  yearly  deficit  in  the  records
of  the  board  of  education.
In  191h,  the  schools,  which  had  been under  a  ly-3-L  plan,
were  reorganized  to  have  six  grades  in  theelementary  schools,
two  in  the  junior high  school,  and  three  years  in  the  high
School.19
Also  in  191tr,  the  state  legislature  amended  the  Act
of  1873,  which  created  the  boar.a  of  educ;tion  and  the  system
which  had been  followed  for  years.    Under  this  act,  the  newly
crieated  ltr99th District  and  the  city  were  eacb  to  receive  a
new  board  member.    This  act  fur.then  authorized  the  consoli-
dation  of  schools  by  the  board  of  education.2°
L7  ERE.,  p.  858.
18  m±±3±g± 2£ ±±s Es±=± e£  Education,   Brmnswiok,  Georgia,
July  3,  1912.
19  ERE.,  June  lll  191h.
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The  enrollment  in  the  schools  remained  almost  the  same
ln  the  year.a  between  1900-1920.    The  enrollment  for  the  year.
1900-1901  was  1,827.    This  increased  gradually  throughout  the
years,  with  the  exception  of  the  year  1910-11,  when  it
declined  over  previous  years,  to  peach  the  nunbep  2,660  in  the
year  |92o.21
Most  of  this  incr.ease  came  in  the  white  and  Negro
high  schools,  while  the  elemental.y  school  enrollments  remained
almost  the  same.    The  nun.ben  enrolled  ln  Glynn  Academy  in
1900-01  was  only  forty-seven.    By  1910,  the  enrollment  had
mounted  to  120  and  by  the  year  1920,  3hl  were  enrolled  ln
the  school.    During  the  same  years  the  number  of  students  ln
Risley  High  also  increased  substantially.22
The  number  of  schools  decreased  vet.y  I.apidly  after
1911,  when  the  Genez.al  Assembly  gI.anted  the  board  the  power
to  consolidate  the  schools.23Tffenty  schools  were  opeliating
for  the  white  race  at  the  turn  of  the  Century.    With  the
erection  of  Purvis  School  in  1903,  the  nufroep  was  increased
to  twenty-one.2ly    The  number  of  schools  remained  at  this
21 Manuscript  showing  enrollment  .f igur.es  for  various
years  kept  ln  Supepintendentls  Office.
22 ±.±.
23 ke. qu.
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figur.e  fop  the  whites  until  after  1915®     Between  1915  end  1920
the  schools  were  consolidated  to  such  an  extent  that  in  the
year.  1919  there  wer.e  only  twelve  school®  operating  in  the
county  for  the  white  race.25
The  Negro  schools  were  being  consolidated  also,  but
not  to  the  extent  of  the  white  schools.    Negro  schools  oper-
ating  in  1900  nun,beped  eighteen,  but  by  1919  the  nunbep  had
been  reduced  to  fourteen.26
The  illiteracy  figur.es  greatly  improved  dtiring  the
years  from  the  turn  of  the  century  to  1920.    The  improvement
seems  to  have  been  about  the  same  fop  tbe  white  and  Negro
races.    In  1903,  the  percentage  of  Negroes  who  could  read  or
wl.ite  was  eleven  and  three  tenths  per  cent  of  the  total  pop-
ulation  between  the  ages  of  six  and  eighteen.27    In  |908,
the  illiteracy  rate  for  Negroes  was  reduced  to  nine  and  thpe®
tenths  per  cent  of  the  same  age  group.28    For  the  sane  years
the  white  illiteracy  pale  dl-opped  from  three  and  seven  tenths
per  cent  to  two  and  four  tenths  pep  cent  in  the  age  group
from  six  to  eighteen  years  of  age.29
Manuscript,  ±£±.  ±±±.
26 ±. ap.
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By  1913,  the  illltepate  were  greatly  reduced  ln  rmm-
ber.    The  illiteracy  among  the  Negroes  was  little  more  than
a  third  what  it  had  been  in  1908,  while  the  percentage  of
whites  between  the  ages  of  six  and  eighteen  who  were  illiter-
ate  had  been  reduced  by  one  half.30
In  1919,  Glynn  County  was  employing  sixty-two  grarmmar
grade  and  thirteen high  school  teachers.31    The  white  teaoh-
eps  received  for  the  year  1919  an  average  sala±.y  of  eighty-
six  dollars  per  month,  while  the  average  Salary  for  the  Negro
teachers  was  only  twenty-eight  dollars.32
The  libr.any  was  one  phase  of  the  educational  fa.cili-
ties  which  was  in  great  need  of  improvement  at  tbis  time.
One  report  states  that  Gly]rm  County  had  fourteen  llbparies
containing  two  thousand  six  hundred  volumes.33    Miss  Jane
Macon  says  that  these  were  only  room  libr.aries  in  the  various
schools.34
3°  ERE.,  1913,  p.   8.
31 Geor8i
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32 EE¥.,  p.  178.
33  Eng.,  p.  376.
3tr  mss  Jane  Macon,  personal  interview,  May  7t  195tr.
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Total  receipts  for  the  schools  ln  the  county  cllfroed
from  less  than  twelve  thousand  in  1900  to  more  than  eighty-
three  thousand  in  |9|9.35
The  school  property  evaluation  was  listed  as  less  than
forty  thousand  dollaLps  in  1900.     In  1919,   the  evaluation  was
one  hundred  and  seventy-five  thousand  dollars.36
Better  trained  teachers  than  those  of  an  earlier  per-
iod  were  being  employed  ln  1919.    As  has  been  shotim  earlier.
in  this  chapter,  the  teaoheps  of  1903-Otr  were  generally  poor.1y
trained.    In  1919,  thirty-five  white  teachers  and  five  Negro
teachers  had  normal  school  tpalning.
The  period  fr.om  1900  to  1920  was  not  one  of  outstanding
laws  or  decisions,  but  one  of  steady  growth.    The  comparisons
of  various  phases  of  the  educational  life  of  the  county  indi-
cate  something  of  the  great  wor.k  of.  N. .H.  Ballard,  who  resigned
as  county  school  superintendent  in  1919.37
p.   15.
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cmpTER  vl
A  pERlon  oF  ACHIEVERENI--1920-1937
The  period  from  1920-1937  was  one  of  great  growth  and
many  accomplishments  ln  the  educational  history  of  Glynn
County.     In  this  period  outstanding  improvements  were  made
upon  the  good  education  foundation  produced  by  the  previous
superintendent,  N.  H.  Ballard.
In  1920,  a  cormlssion  from  the  United  States  Bureau
of  Education  made  a  survey  of  the  Glynn  County  School  System.
This  survey  was  presented  under  twelve  heads  which  cove.red
the  schools  ln  detail.     In  order  to  make  a  comparison  for
later  years,  a  bl.ief  surmiary  of  the  findings  of  the  corrmission
will  be  given  ln  this  thesis.
The  teaching  staff  of  the  county  in  1920  was  generally
weak.    The  commission  criticized  the  lack  of  supervision  and
leadership,  as  veil  as  the  scholastic  preparation  of  the
teachers.    The  cormiission  went  on  to  say,  however,  that  this
lack  of  academic  preparation  did  not  apply  to  the  high  school
teaoher]s.I
The  need  for  an  attendance  officer  in  the  county  was
unquestionable,  accopdlng  to  the  cormiisslon.    Onl#  forty-one
pep  cent  of  the  total  school  population  was  enrolled  in  the
8#rmife:ife:#:#g:g#B!¥::#i£:tg:¥c3:i::&States
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Schools.     The  attendance  of  those  who  were  enrolled  was  very
irregular,  arid  many  St,udents  dropped  out  befol.a  the  end  of
t.he  term,2
The  report  ftrl.ther  showed  that  Glynn  County  could
easily  iniprove  the  financial  support  offered  the  schools.
1then  compared  with  other  areas  similar  in  size  and  industry,
the  report  showed  Glynn  County  as  spending  less  than  half  as
lmich  per  capita  as  the  other  cities.3
The  buildings  employed  for  school  purposes  were  reported
by  the  commission  as  goner.ally  dilapidated  in  the  county  and
rural  schools,  while  those  in  the  city  needed  repairs.    Most
of  the  I.ural  schools  were  one  room  buildings.     Only  a  few  two
I.oom buildings  were  in  use  in  the  rural  schools.h-
This  report  of  the  commission  appointed  by  the  United
States  Bureau  of  Education  revealed  to  the  people  of  Brunswick
and  Glynn  County  the  most  pressing  needs  of  the  schools.    Steps
were  taken  to  improve  these  conditions  almost  immediately.
In  1920,  following  the  survey,  a  building  ppogpam  got
under  way.    The  sum  of  forty  thousand  dollars  was  set  aside
for  the  construction  of  a  building  near  the  Atlantic  Refinery.5
2 Ei¥.'  p.  5.
3 Equ.,  pp.  26-32.
tr Equ..  pp.  32-th.
5  ±EE±±±£E  e£ ±±±s  Eg±=±  s£  Education,   Brunswick,  Georgia,
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The  building,  which  was  completed  ln  1921,  was  situated  on  a
large  lot  containing  several  acres.    The  Atlantic  Reflnerly
constl-ucted  streets  on  all  four  sides  of  the  lot  and  further
aided  by  fur.nlshing  the  water  and  electricity  for  the  school.6
In  1922,  a  contract  was  let  for  the  building  of  a  new
Negro  high  school.7    This  building,  which  was  Constructed  &t
a  cost  in  excess  of  twenty-eiLbt  thousand  dollars,  contained
twelve  classrooms  and  a  large  anditoriun.8
Also  in  1922,  a  new high  school  building  for  the  white
children  was  begun.9    This  structure  was  composed  of 'a  large
auditorium  and  more  than  twenty  rooms.10    Several  of  these
poems  were  occupied  as  offices .by  the  supeplntend®nt,  county
board  of  education,  and  principal.    These  rooms  have  contln-
u®d  to  be  in  such  use  for  several  years  since.
Rural  schools  had  pecelved  ver.y  little  aid  during  the
early  year.a  of  this  period.    In  1920,  a  two  room  building  was
constructed  for  the  consolidation  of  Magnolia  and  Union  Schools
mss  Jane  Macon,  Brunswlck,  Georgia,  personal  inter-
view,   May  7,   195tr.
7 mnutes  g£ ±Eg  Board Q±  Education,  Br.unswick,  Georgia,
F®bru&ry  1,   1922.
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fop  Negroes.]L    In  July  of  the  same  year  a  one  room building
Was  constructed  at  B|aden.12
In  1921,  free  textbooks  were  distplbuted  in  the  f lrst
grades  of  the  schools  of  the  county.13    This  was  a  great  step
forward,  preceding  the  state  adoption  of  free  textbooks  by
sixteen  years.    By  1926,  free  te][tbooks  were  being  furnished
the  first  five  grades  ln  the  elemental.y  schools.
In  1921,  an  old  landmark  w9.a  removed  from  the  city  of
Brunswick.    This  was  the  old  ac&deny  building,  which  had  been
built  in  181+1®    The  building  tiaB  torn  doim  and  the  timbers
and  lunber  used  to  build  a  Negro  school  at  Sterling.L[[
In  192L|,  an  increase  ln  the  salaries  of  the  teachers
fop  the  year  1925  was  passed  by  the  board.15    No  f|gupes
were  given  9.a  to  the  amount  of  increase,  but  the  total  amou]rfe
set  aside  for  teachepsl  salaries  for  the  following  year  was
$73,530.
A  twelve  year.  school  pr.ogram  was  begun  at  Glynn
11
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Acade]]ry.  |n  1926.16     In  1927,  the  fit.st  class  to  complete  the
program  was  graduated.     This  class  numbered  thirty-two.17
In  1927,   a  twelve  year  program  was  begun  at  Risley
High.    At  the  end  of  the  school  year.  1927-28,   a  class  of
thlpteen  pupils  was  graduated  under  this  program.18
The  depression  stopped  for  a  few  years  the  educational
expansion  in  Glynn  County.    Dul.ing  this  period,  the  supep-
vlsops  for  the  elementary  grades  and  the  teachers  of  such
subjects  as  art  and  "slc  were  not  employed.19
In  1933,   Geol.ge  W.  Wannamaker  Was  elected  to  succeed
R.  D.  Eadie  as  county  school  Superintendent.2°    Realizing
the  needs  of  the  schools,  he  lrmedlately  made  application  t;o
the  Public  Works  Administration  for  a  grant  of  funds  for
building  purposes.
A  grant  was  approved  in  October  of  the  same  year  for.
the   sun  of  $122,726.00.     On  October.  8,   a  bond  election  was
held  and  passed  fop  one  hundred  and  fifty  thousand  dollars.
ntr..  Sidney  Boswell,  Brunswick,  Georgia.
21
17  Manuscript  containing  enrollment  figures  in  Snper-
intendent.a  Office.
18 ife. g±.
19  mss  Jane  Macon,  ±£±.  £±±.
20 LOO,   cit.
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The  following  year  another  grant  w8.s  made  by  the  Public
Works  Admlnistratlon,  maiking  a  grand  total  of  over  three  hun-
dped  thousand  dollars  available  for  building  purposes. 22
The  largest  building  which  was  constructed  with  this
money  was  a  new  elementary  school.    The  building  was  loc9.ted
across  from  the  old  Pr.eparatol.y  High  School  building  on  Mans-
field  Street.    It  was  a  lar'ge  brick  building  Containing  more
than  twenty  rooms  and  a  cafeter.ia.    The  total  cost  of  this
building  was  approxiinately  two  hundred  thousand  dollars.23
A  new  high  school  building  fop  the  uregroes  was  also
constructed  at  a  cost  of  about  fifty  thousand  dolls.I.s.2h
This  building  was  somewhat  smaller  than  the  new  el6montary
sehool.    It  contained  eleven  classrooms,  a  science  laboratory,
and  the  necessary  offices  and  restrooms.
Improvements  were  also  made  on  the  Co]unmity  School.
These  improvements  cost  almost  as  much  as  the  new  Negro  high
school.    1then  finished  the  school  contained  ten  rooms.    A
central  heating  system was  installed  as  a  part  of  this  con-
struction,  making  the  building  modern  in  every  sense  of  the
word.25
22  ±±±g.,  December  501936.
23  Mp.  Harry  F.  Dubignon,   Brunswick,  Geongia.
2ly E9£.  i¥.
25  mss  Jane  Macon.  ±2S.  £±±.
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When  these  bulldlngs  were  completed,   the  new  building
was  named  the  Sldney  Lanier  School  in  honor  of  "The  Mar.shes
of  Glynn.t'       The  Corluninity  School  was  r'enamed  the  N.  H.   Ballapd
School  in  honor  of  the  outstanding  supellintendent  of  the
first  two  decades  of  the  twentieth  centul.y.
The  enl.ollment  ln  all  the  schools  of  the  county  had
increased  very  much  by  1937.     The  enro].1ment  for  the  Negro
schools  ln  the  county  increased  from  i,035  in  1920  to  1.265
in  1937.    For  the  school  year'  1930-31,  the  enr'ollment  ln  the
Negro  schools  reached  its  highest  figure.    In  this  year  the
total  number  of  Negr.o  stijdents  enrolled  was  i,358.26
The  schools  for  the  white  race  in  Glynn  County  also
showed  an  even  greater  increase  in  enrollment  dun.ing  this
period  than  did  Hegpo  Schools.    The  enrollment  for  1920  was
1,710.     This  decreased  to  1,593  in  the  year  1921+,  but  by  the
year  1937,  the  number  enrolled  was  almost  twenty-five  hundred.
The  enrollment  in  Glynn  Acadery  had  increased  from  3trl  in  the
school  y©ap  1920-21  to  nor.e  than  five  hundred  in  1937.27
In  January,  1937,  the  board  of  education  authorized
Wannamaker  to  try  to  buy  five  lots  at  the  corner  of  K  and  Wold
Streets  for  further  Construction  purposes.    These  lots  were
finally  pul.chased  in  December  of  the  same  year  for  two  hundred
Manuscript  conta.ining  enrollment  figures  ln  Super-
intendent's  Office,  Brunswick,  Georgia.
27  Loo.   Cit.
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dollars.28
The  teachers  of  the  county  benefited  by  the  passage  of
a  sick  leave  plan  by  the  boal`d  of  education  in  1937.    This
plan  allowed  a  teacher  to  be  absent  from  School  ten  days  with
full  pay  if  sick.    After  ten  days  the  teacher  was  required  to
Pay  a  substitute  teacher.29
Glynn  County  was  greatly  benefited  by  the  passage  of
a  state  law  in  1937  which  made  the  state  responsible  fop  the
textbooks.     In  July,  1937,  the  books  owned  by  the  county  were
sold  to  the  state  ln  order  to  prepare  for  the  lssuance  of
free  textbooks.3°
The  period  from  1920-1937  was  one  of  many  achievements
for  the  educational  system  of  the  county.    The  introduction
of  a  twelve  year  school  program,  the  large  scale  building
programs,  and  the  introduction  of  free  textbooks  were  definite-
ly  signs  of  progress.
±±P±±±±a  e£  ±±s  Board  e£  E±t±e=a±=±ee,   Br.unswick,
Geogla,  December  1,   1937.
29  ng.,  Febziuary  2,1937.
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CRAPTER  VII
FURTHER  DEVEI,OPRENT   oF  GL¥NN   Corny  EDucATloN
FROM  1937  T0  THE  PRESENT
The  pr`evlous  chapters  have  related  the  educational
growth  of  Glynn  County  from  the  earliest  times  to  the  year
1937.     In  that  year,  the  state  began  to  assume  nor.a  of  the
responsibility  fop  the  education  of  the  youth  of  the  state.
Aid  came  by  tJay  of  free  textbooks  and  a  state  sal&r.y
schedule,  plus  the  assumption  of  a  greater  share  of  the  finan-
cial  support  of  the  schools.    A  compaplson  ls  made  in  the
minutes  of  the  board  of  educa.tion  ln  1938  of  the  vaplous  sums
received  from  different  sources  of  income  for  the  years  1937
and  1938.     In  1937,   a  slm  of  S$33,158  was  received  fran  Bruns-
wick  as  its  shape  fop  the  support  of  the  schools.1    By  the
year  1938,  this  amount  dropped  to  $27,02h.    The  funds  fr.on  the
County  also  decreased  ln  the  year  1938.    The  amount  received
from  the  state  incz.eased  greatly  ln  1938  over  the  ppevlous
year.     The  amount  received  from  the  state  ln  1937  was  $11,309®00,
while  ln  1938  the  amount  was  lncre&sed  to  $22,5tr5.00.2
In  spite  of  the  apparent  improvement  of  the  f inancial
status  of  the  schools  irrlmediately  before  1937,  mention  was
I
Geopgla,  FebpuaryTTE.i§'3ET
±±inL±±±e±  j2£  ±±g  Board  j2£  Education,   Br.unswick,
is. if .
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made  ln  the  minutes  of  the  board  of  education  fop  August  3,
1938  of  the  borrowing  of  $25,7ho.00.     This  money  was  probably
used  for  constr'uction  purposes,  for  in  the  minutes  of  the
board  for  the  same  date,  mention  was  made  of  the  crowded
conditions  ln  the  schools.    At  this  meeting,  application  was
made  to  the  F®d®ral  Government  for  assistance  ln  the  con-
struction  of more  buildings.    The  period  of  indnstriallza-
tlon  beginning  ln  the  early  thlrtles  was  responsible  for  the
crowded  condltlons  ln  the  schools.
The  Federal  Goverrment  gave  the  needed  assistance, and
constz.uctlon  began  in  April,   1939.3    No  mention  iB  made  of
the  location  of  the  new bulldlngs.
At  this  time,  the  Southern  Association  of  Secondary
Schools  and  Colleges  became  dissatisfied  with  the  conditions
ln  Glynn  Acadeny.    An  increase  of  seventy-five  cents  was  made
ln  the  per  pupil  expenditure  to  meet  the  standards  of  this
group+    fur.then  improvement  was  made  when  the  state  por-
mitt®d  the  use  of  ten  per  cent  of  the  textbook  fund  to  buy
library  books.5    These  improvements  were  evidently  not  enough,
j2£  ±±g  Board  j2£  Ed_u_Q__a_t±_Q_E,   Brmnswick,
1939.
Ei±£..   Janual.y  3,  19i|O.
5  EE¥.,   May  1,   19iLO.
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for  ln  November,  19LO,  a  letter  was  r'ead  before  the  boat.d  of
education  containing  a  warning  against  teacher  overload  and
6
1nad®quate  shelf  space  ln  the  library.
A  change  was  made  ln  the  administrative  head  of  the
county  schools  in  the  year  l9ho.    George  Wannanaker  was
inducted  into  the  amed  forces  in  this  year,  and  Sidney
Boswell  was  made  acting  superintendent.7     In  19!+1,  R.  E.  Hood
was  elected  superintendent,  and  Pfr.  Boswell  restrmed  his  duties
as  principal  of  Glynn  Acaderngr.    A  few  years  later,  Dtr.  Boswell
was  placed  in  the  position  of  assistg.nt  superintendent  of
schools.
Ithen  Dth®  Hood  took  over  the  office  of  the  superinten-
dent,  he  was  immediately  faced  with  the  difficult  task  of
m®®ting  the  needs  of  an  ever  incp®&sing  school  population.
This  great  increase  vas  a  result  of  the  many  defense  plants
which  began  operation  in  BIiunswick.
An  irmediato  problem  was  that  of  keeping  teachers.
Many  of  the  men  teachers  were  called  into  the  armed  forces,
arid  the  attractive  wages  of  the  defense  plants  caused  many
others  to  leave  their  teaching  jobs.    In  l9tr2,  1n  order  to
encourage  the  teachers  to  remain  in  school  work,  a  salary
increase  was  granted  by  the  boar.a  of  education.    A  ten  per
EE¥.i   November.  6,19ho.
7  Loo.  clt.
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cent  raise  was  given  those  whose  monthly  salary  was  $110.00
or  under.,   and  a  five  per`  Cent  increase  to  those  whose  monthly
Salary  was  above  $||o.oo.8
Not  only  tbe  retention  of  teachers,  but  also  the  money
to  pay  the  extra  teachers  needed  for  the  great  influx  of  pop-
ulation  constituted  a  serious  problem.    At  the  meeting  of  the
b`oard  of  eduoatlon  ln December,  194.2,   a  resolution  was  sent
to  the  State  Department  of  Education  insisting  that  the  state
pay  the  salaries  of  all  extra  teachers  hired  because  of  the
defense  infl`H[  of  population.9    The  action  taken  by  the  State
Department  of  Education  ls  not  given  in  the  minutes  of  the
board,
Application  was  made  to  the  Federal  Goverriment  in  19tr2
for  financial  aid  for  maintenance  and  operation  expenses.    In
19tr3,  the  amount  of  $58,583.00  was  granted  for  this  purpose.10
In  July,  19L3,  further  aid  was  requested  from  the  Federal
Cover.nment  to  be  used  for  the  purpose  of  constructing  addi-ll
tional  buildings.
EE±§.,   Novefroer  10,   19L2.
9  ERE.,  December  2,19h2.
10
E±±±.t   January  6,19h3.
11
EE±£.,   July  7,  i9tr3.
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While  waiting  fop  the  additional  buildings  which  were
needed,  the  schools  of  the  county  began  using  a  two-shift
method  of  attendance.    Half  of  the  children  came  to  school
during  the  morning  hours  and  left  at  noon.    The  other  half
cane  in  the  afternoon  to  receive  instruction.    While  under
this  program,  no  lunches  were  served  in  the  elementary
schools  since  the  double  shift  made  this  urmecessary.  ,
The  teachers  received  several  sal&r.'y  increases  after
the  two-shift  program  was  begun.    The  teachers  who  taught
two  shifts  were  to  I.eceive  five  dollars  pep  day  as  extr.a
pay.12    Principals  of.  schools  under  a  two-shift  plan  received
an  increase  in  sal&I.y  of  fifty  doll&ps  pep  month.13
In  November,  19L3,  the  money  requested  from  the  Federal
Government  for  school  buildings  was  granted.    The  amount  of
the  grant  was  $22tr,227.00.Lh    Early  in  l9£|J+,  work  was  begun
on  new  buildings  at  Reynolds  Street  and  on  St.  Simons  Island.15
It  was  evident,  as  this  construction  got  under  way,  that  only
two  buildings  would  do  little  to  I.em©dy  the  81tuation.    By
this  time,  the  population  of  the  county  had  increased  from
12  EE±.,   october  12,  19tr3.
L3  EEE±.,  December  15i   19h3.
Lh Eng.,   "ovembep  16,   19h3.
15
±±±±.,   March  1,   19iilr.
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2l,tr2o  in  i9ho  to  tri,898  in  igtr3.16
Realizing  the  need,  the  board  authorized  the  construe-
tion  of  three  additional  school  buildings  from  the  funds
allocated  by  the  Federal  Government.     These  schools  were
`  Wolf  Street,  Four.th  Str`eet,   and  Goodyear.    All  of  these
schools  were.  coxpleted  by  19dr.5.L7
Fur.then  aid  was  received  from  the  Feder.al  Goveprment
in  19!+I+.     In  July,  the  board  of  education  received  an  amount
of  $15tr,673.00  to  be  used  fop  child  care  facilities.18    |n
November  of  the  same  year,  the  Federal  Government  gra.nted
almost  three  hundred  thousand  dollars  to  be  used  f op  opep-
ation  and  maintenance  costs.19
The  school  system  in  Glynn  County  was  rapidly  becoming
big  business.     The  budget  for  the  school  year  1943-i+I+  was
four  hundred  and  thirty  thousand  dollars.20    This  was  many
times  greater  than  the  budget  of  1900.    Ten  years  later  the
budget  has  pea,ched  the  million  doll8.p
16
mark.21
Mor.Pis  H.   Hansen,   coxpiler®  ..ep!±r±±¥.  2a±La  E9±.   a+±PP±±-
REo# #tgaff:f:S=Eo€3!E£!£E #iffingiF!Eg!cgffi7 ;?a5?-1 o6 ,
17
18
Mbe.   Sidney  Boswell,   Brunswick,   Georgia.
BEP±±±±±  g£  !±g  Board  e£  ESque=gt=±=pp,   Bpunswick,   Georgia,July 11[, 15EE=.±------
19  E±±±.,  November  lo   19hh.
20 EE#.,  Appll  5,19th.
21 Miss  C&roline  Way,  personal  interview,   June  16,   1954..
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This  great  lncpe®.se  in  expenditures  was  partially  made
possible  by  the  increased  amount  of  tax  money  used  for  educa-
tional  purposes.     In  1938,  the  tax  rate  for  school  support  was
five  mills  in  the  county  and  seven mills  ln  Brunswick.22    |n
1953,  a  tax  rate  of  thirteen  mills  was  collected  countywide
for  the  genera.1  school  fund  and  three  and  three  eights  for.
bonded  lnd®btedness.23
Construction  ceased  with  the  end  of  the  war,  but  lt
began  again  in  19tr8.    In  this  year  four  additional  rooms  were
built  at  the  N.  H.  Ballard  School.2h    At  the  present  time
(195tr)   a  building  program  is  under  way  which  includes  a  now
white  junior  high  school,  remodeling  a  building  for  the  use
of  Glynn  Acadeny,   and  fifteen  new  classrooms  for  St.  Simons,
a.  a.  Green.  and  Sidney  Lanier  Schools.    A  cafetoriun,  kitchen,
and  llbpary  are  being  built  at  Arco.    A  new  Negro  high  school
is  being  constructed  also.25    The  funds  for  this  constr.uctlon
come  from  the  Federal  Government  and  a  local  bond  issue.    The
amount  contributed  by  the  former  |s  #tr8|,ooo.oo.26
Februap;22ing§8: g£ ±±S  Bg±=± ±£ E±±±±£±±g±,  Bninswick,  deo|.gia,
23 rm.  Sidney  Bo8well,  personal  interview,   June  11,  195tr.
211  mnutes  of  the  Board
March  3,   15-i=8-; ------- i------
;g£  Education,   Br.unswick,  Georgia,
25  rm..  sidney  Boswell'  ±g9.  £±±.
26 ±. ±.
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In  195tr,  nine  schools  for  white  children  were  opera-
ting  in  the  county.    These  schools  have  a  teaching  staff
nun.bering  170.    Of  this  number,  forty-six  were  teachers  at
Glynn  Acader!ry®     At  the  same  time,   there  were  thirteen  Negro
schools  operating  in  the  county.    Seven  of  these  were  one-
te&eh©r  schools.    rm.  Boswell  said  that  this  will  soon  be
remedied  and  that  by  1955  there  will  be  only  two  elementary
Schools  for  the  Negroes  in  the  county.    The  Negro  schools
here  a  staff  of  teachers  nun.beping  seventy-five.
The  enrollment  in  the  schools  inere&sed  from  &1I[iost
thirty-eight  hundred  in  1937  to  more  than  six  thousand  in
1953.    Dun.ing  the  war  years,  the  enrollment  in  the  schools
was  gz.eater  than  at  the  pr»esent.    This  enrollment  gpedually
fell  after  the  tSar,  reaching  a bottom  figure  fop  the  last
decade  of  5,639.    This  low  occurred  in  19h6-ii.7,  but  it  has
gr&dnally  lncpeased  ever.y  year  since.
As  was  mentioned  e&pliep  ln  this  chapter,  the  budget
for  1933-5h was  over  a  million  dollars.    Several  tables  al.e
included  in  this  chapter  giving  a  detailed  account  of  expen-
ditures  and  income  for  the  school  years  1951-52  and  1952-53.
Table  I  gives  the  income  and  expenditures  for  the  above  years.
Table  11  breaks  down  these  expenditupes  into  the  amount  spend
by  egich  school.    Transportation  expenses  and  nunrfuer  tl.ans-
ported  ape  given  in  Table  Ill.    The  per  pupil  ©xpenditur.e  fop
various  schools  ls  given  in  Table  IV.    A  comparison  of  the
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two  years  is  made  ln  each  of  the  tables,  showing  the  amount
of  increase  or  decrease.
Today,  Glynn  County  has  a  school  system  which  is  gen-
erally  accepted  as  being  among  the  best  in  Geor.gis.    The
schools  az.e  staffed  with  well  prepared  teacher.s  and  excellent
adminlstpative  officials.    The  Glynn  County  School  System  is
today  an  outstanding  exam:plo  of  progress  and  achievement.
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TABLE  I
INGOFE  ANI]  ExpE]roITUREs   IN  THE  GLyNN  cot"Ty  scHOOLs
FOR  THE  YEARS   1951-52  AN.D  1952-53
I"CORE
source             ¥:;5.:;§3ng         I:35.:;3±ng         Increase
Brunswick  City
taxes
Glyrm  County
taxes
State  of  Georgia
Housing  Author.itv
Federal  Works
Agency
msc®11aneous
$  251,5u.25         $  209,823.17       S  tri,628.08
:Zi;i!!#
129:833:38 102:!Z!:#
21.357.30
170,361.39
119,70
17,#8:8!
Totals                Si,Zoo,985.io         $  9trg,7h5.80       $251,339.30
ExpEroITUREs
Explanation            ::;5-:;;5ng
¥:;5.:;Sing         Increase
General  Ekpense
Instructional
expense
Operation  of
school  plant
Maintenance  of
plant
Transportation
Auxlllar'y  agencies
Capital  outlay
$    99,67h.26
7L9,61h.oo
60.027.28
$    79i738.50
595,7tr6.7h
5tr,350.37
$  19,935.76
153,867.26
5,676.9L
Totals                $1,137,Oh9.Ol         $  927,756.L6     $  209'292.55
Copied  from Auditorls  Report,   July,  1953.
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TABLE   11
AMOUNT   SPENT   BY   EACH   SCHOOL   IN   GLYNN   COUNTY
CITY   SCH001,S
School                   ¥:;5.i;gsng         g:;5.:;8±ng         Inopease
Glyrm  Acadeny
Prep  High
Sidney  lianier
Purvls
Goodyeal.
Greer
Reysolds  Street
Perry
Risley  High  and
Elementary i8tr,Otr9.05               135,208.79            28, 8LO.26
Totals                   $  761,802.95          $  619,62tr.63     .S  ih.2,178.32
cOuNTy  scHOors
Arco
N.  H.  Ballard
St.  Slmons
Rural  colored
Totals                   $  172,h95.OO          $  1L9,139.12     $     23,355.88
Copied  from  Auditorls  Report,   July,   1953.
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TABLE  Ill
TRAI'¢-SPORTATION   EXPENSES   AND
NumeER  TRANspoRTrm   I.N  GL¥NN   couNT¥
Item                     ¥:;5.i;§3ng     ¥:;3.:;Sing         Increase
I)pivel.a t   Wages
Other  expenses
Total  expenses
Average  number
transported
A.verage  cost
per  pupil
$     2tr,592.70       $  20,i83.73            S  h,hao8.97
18,762.90            20,730.65            -1,967.75
L3,355.60            two,9ih.38                2,!uln.22
1'L27
30,38
1,356
30.17
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TABLE   IV
ExpEproITURE   PER   pupil.  FOR   THE   scHOOLs   OF  GI+HNN   cOuNTy
CITY   SCHOOLS
school                        ¥:33.£g$5ng       ¥:;5.:;§±ng          Increase
Glyrm  Acadeny
Prep  High
Sidney  Laniel.
Purvls
Goodyeap
Greer
Reynolds  Street
Perry
Risley  High  and
Elementary
1[L3.23
1ho.92
168.67
1[LO.70
15`0.79
152.62
1LL9.56
171.85
170,23
13i[. 23
129.69
136.78
133.28
11[L.55
128.77
11h¢66
181.7L
37,?1
9,00
11.25
31,89
7.tr2
36.2)+
23.85
3tr,90
-9 . 89
A:weTa.Be   I or?•   city  schools              #    165.65             S    ih8.I+1                S    i7.2tr
COUNTY   SCHOOLS
Arco
Ballapd
St.  Simons
Rural  Colored
S    itr2.65             S    iih.52               $    28.13
itr5.77                     128.52                       17.23
157.68                     127.ho                        30.28
127.38                        71.09                       56.29
Average  for
county  schools         S    142.56             S    iol.11               S    ul.tr5
Aver.age  for  all
schools                         S    160.8h             $    136.06                $    2h.78
CHAPTER  VIII
SUREIAR¥   ARID   CONCLUSIONS
Glynn  County  had  almost  no  facilities  for  the  educa-
tion  of  its  youth  before  the  Revolutionariy  War.    The  few
which  did  exist  were  on  St.  Simons  Island.    After  the
Revolution,   in  1788,  the  establishment  of  Glynn  Academsr  was
authorized.    Although  authorized,  it  is  doubtful  that  the
acaderiry  op  any  public  school  operated  before  the  War  of  1812.
After  the  War  of  1812,  1n  the  year  1819,  a  building
was  constructed  for  the  &cadeny,   and  many  attempts  were  made
to  establish  free  schools.    The  years  before  1850  were  years
of  ppogpess  followed  by  decadence,   and  vice  vez.s&.     After
1850,  many  free  schools  and  the  acadeny  were  operating  and
eontirmed  to  operate  until  the  beginning  of  the  Civil  War.
The  Civil  War  brought  about  the  destruction  of  the  school
system.
A£'ter  the  Civil  War,  the  people  of  Glynn  County,  while
experiencing  a  boom period,  mere  efforts  to  reconstruct  their
educational  system.    Many  private  and  church  schools  began
operation  in  the  early  1870.Is.    Glynn  Ac&de]ny  and  several
free  schools  also  began  opera.tion  a  few  years  after  the  war.
Progress,  however,  was  very  slow  in  the  period  before  1900.
Tb®  inadequate  financial  support  of  the  state  and  county  kept
the  boar'd  of  education  in  debt  during  most  of  these  years
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before  the  turn  of  the  century.    A  few buildings  were  con-
str.ucted  dur.ing  this  perllod,  but  little  was  done  to  improve
the  teaching  staff .
After  the  turn  of  the  century,  the  movement  fop  im-
proved  education  ln  the  county  gained  momentum.     In  1903,
N.  H.  Ballapd  was  elected  Superintendent  'of  the  schools  of
the  county.    Through his  leadership  the  teaching  staff  was
improved,  new  buildings  constructed,  and  better  financial
support  was  obtained.    These  years  from  1900  to  1920  were
almost  without  exception  ones  of  steady  gpowhh  and  achieve-
ment,
From  1920  to  1937,  further  improvements  were  made  in
the  teaching  staff  of  the  schools,  and  many  ppogpessive  ±de&s,
such  as  a  twelve  year  school  program  and  introduction  of  free
textbooks,   are  noted.    The  greatest  improvement,  however,  tras
the  construction  of  many  buildings  toward  the  end  of  this
period,
The  year.s  of  greatest  acbievement  in  the  educational
gI.outh  of  Glynn  County  were  those  from  1937  to  the  present
time.    In  all  these  years,  education  made  great  strides  in
almost  all  phases.    Hang  buildings  were  constructed,  and
others  remodeled.    Instructional  aids  and  increased  use  of
trained  supervisol.a  added  to  the  school  program.    The  teachers
hired  in  these  years  were  carefully  selected  and  well  paid  in
comparison  with  other  areas  in  Geol.gis.    Increased  taxation
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rates  approved  in  these  years  fur.then  Stabilized  the  finances
of  the  system.
Today  (195tr}   the  entire  system  of  Glynn  County  is  far
superlop  to  the  average  System  in  Georgia®    Not  only  does
the  system have  a  good  peputatlon  for  the  past  few  years,
but  it  ls  also  recognized  by  leading  educa.tors  as  one  of  the
most  advanced  and  progressive  systems  in  all  of  Georgia.
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sayeife:ep;tithF:=itu££€3±S¥±S±±¥E9as5pB±gtgp¥sg¥ggfg±=3o3ng:
Shry#: E:£g::gig;.#:§¥¥9# #6¥gg:a ± ice.   Durhan:
Sm±tks8:i::e.6gE9p8=9=E ±£  Georgia.  ±Z±g-±fi§9.    Title  page
Sm± tEL£: ep:o¥€ :ni:±£±±±s¥ a:3±E:i:±=::i iG=Eff± :n¥9%;:£££±85  pp.
Steed,  Hal,  Georgia,Unfi_nished  State.
Knopf ,  i9tr2.    336rfe=
New  York:  Alfred  H.
Stevff£6Dg±±:±gBgg;g±£ffs±BgBg=#f_88£.=g=g±aLngfEiB#S€€€!:a€¥I¥
2  vols.     Vol.   I;   RTew  York:  D.   Appleton  and  Coxpany,   1     7.
±839:P.h7¥°:i.]];  Philadelphia:  E.  H.  Bpitten  and  coinpany,
Thompson,   a.   Mildred,Reconstruction  ln  G®op
The  dolunbia  Uni+epsity  Press,  19I9.
.     NewYork=
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Th±t&:  Gig:¥:.w§±E±¥:CE8#.¥LS±BB: e£  Goorgla.    Savaunch:
Works  Progress  Admlnistpation,  Wz`1teps  Project,  I±±g  EEg±±. -waihffitasGeol.Property  ±t+rveF  e£  Br]±ns1+±ql€.
Fedel.al  Works  Agency,   1939®     11
WyL]¥:pga;::!isfgE±±§ # g±--E-i:I?=±ii-.9g g8¥EBpgffIE±E.  Geopffia.
a.      PERIODICAlj  ARTlt`RES
Gate,  Margaret  Davis,  "Fort  Frederiea  and  the  Battle  of  Bloody
Marsh'W
2'  June,
EEHEE=H H_i_s_t_a_I._±=.,__a±  Quarterly,   Volume   VIII,   Number
117  pp.
Coulter.,  E.  Merton,   "A  Georgia  Educational  Movement  in  the
#5?'£#barAp#L¥9 verslt•     33pp,g£  Georgia,  Volunle
FL±p§;§±£:;:j¥;ri::;:a:§¥:I::?e3## S:[g: OEka:rlz?2-1776. "
C.      NEWSPAPERS
Glynn  Acadeny  Student  Piiblication, The  Beach  Comber.     Brmns-
wick,  Ge-orgia.    February  h,  19ly:8r
D.      PERSONAL  INTERVIEWS
rm.  Sidney  Boswell,   Route  2,   Br.unswlck,  Geor.gis,   June  11,   195h.
Mir.   Roland  Dart,  St.  Simons,  Georgia,   June  15,   195tr.
Dtr.  Harry  F.  Dubignon,   Bmnswick,  Georgia,   June  18,   195ly.
mss  Jane  Macon,  Brunswick,  Georgia,  May  7,   195tr.
rm.  Reginald  Taylor,  St.  Simons,  Georgia,   June  15,  195h.
rms.   Char.leg  Vandergildep,   Brunswick,  Georgia,   June  18,  195lL.
Hiss  Carolina  Way,   BI.unswiok,   Georgia,   June  16,   195L.
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E. puBLlcATIONs   OF  TEE  GOvERNRERT,   IEARNrm  soclETIEs
AND   0TRER   ORGANIZATIONS
Coun±gfihife:EEL:nt3¥g:8:'o±ffi-a-5=:--=-#eE±8#:SB#s#k,
Georgia.
DepaEige:±±±t=±==±:P¥r±==:=:=:±:f=duafi±nife:±±:::::=:::¥e£
Georgia.    Washington:     Government  Pr`inting  Office,   1920.
97  pp.
Georgia  State  Depal.tment  of  Education,  £E±±E ±EE±±EI Ese2=±  ef
8:£g+=§:£±gg±7=9±=±gi±:±:J±Le¥.    Atlanta:  Goo.  P.  Harrison  and
Nineth  4±n+I.±±  Esper±  e£  ±E±s  State  S±±qel  :Egqurei_?.a.1qgrer.
-._=i=I__=5lp:Atlanta:  Department  of  Edncation,
•  £±±rg±tE  4Pnual  Eepp±±  g£ ±E2£  £±±±±  ScEo.ol  Cormissionel..555artment  of  Ed,ucE€i5E} I8FF:    21  pp.Atlantas
Third  4pn++q|  Ee±±±±  e£  ±Es  £±=±±±  £e±gel  £.qxpi.?±±Qn9±.
At lanta:  W.  A.  Hemphill  and  Company, 1giv._7ife
m±=±=¥¥¥:ffidffi±¥#¥#effi:¥#Or&±a.
-jz±'±==L=±=±=±±n±±±L¥Hngo%da¥±S±€±==Sa¥eLB:±¥it¥nt
of  Education,  1911.     112  pp.
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Census  j2£  School
!o:-:-p#--;--E--:ionI)epaptment  of  Educat 7#pS:°rffia.    Atlanta:
o  €e.BP|±P  ££ i.QfigB1  Pooulation  8£  Geopgfia.     Atlanta:
as.  P.  Byrd,   1913.     11  pp.
;.gsgg:;grgf gggg:i fLap=g-:--:=E±-9-P ££  Georgia.    Atlenta :Chas.  P.   Byrd,   1908.     1ly  pp.
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hteenthand  EiGlynn  County  Board  of  Education,  2E!g  ¥±a±[==ej±
A±ngquql  Ee.pp±±  ££  £E9  EIElie.  Sc±c>_ols_g£  g±EgE  _CQunt¥
3j]insTwilwiok.    Brunswiok:  Board -Of~Educatioir,
1pp.
a.oEpty,  E55rgia .gEg .±a:g. g±±j[  :g£  Bin:=ICE=
EEEEiE
£!±s  Hundred  £±Ld  T±+e±tH-second  asp_gr±  9£  ±!=g  Sc]±o.o±s
9£  _g±F=r2P5FunfiE#151k:  Public  School EE3sT1516T ioi5=
_a_e_pop_t_  g£  ife  I
f ghng2gp:nd  theBoa.rd  6f  EducatiEJ $6iiiHiiHHHLEEEREEH
public  £±Egg±£ e£  £5¥P±
_B_I_tLnsi±.i.e!it®      Bpunsirick :
-L'REngJrfug±¥rmngn:=±:±±£;ef0%±¥:f±£i:::¥t#,
1900,     30  pp,
of Educationmnutes  of  the  Board
fHirwiHg-dEEaFu=e
3e£:::;rl±:
December  1
RIay   31.   18
3#:b??  !g
86
:!!i7
1889
90
July  6,  1891
September  12,   1901
July  3,  19
June  11,   1
April  3
June  2
July  7,
February
l¢ovember
November
December
January  6
::E;u:4¥
November
January
February
August  3.   19
i!i:ibfi3;;3!:[o[o
;ig2
November  10,
December  2,   19
BI.unswick,  Georgia.    The
consulted=
g::;a¥ i6h59h3
october  7®
November  1
December  1
#S::i 5:  :
19
September
ig8
19th
!!:;¥:,!i;i:i;
#:;c:A?,1;
I!i;!#;:;;i;;;2
90
a:±±]2Jife2Eas e£  Georgia  for  the  following  years :
1837
|8th
18tr7
1867
1873
1876
188L-85
1887
1888
1911
United  States  Bureau  of  the  Census;  United  States  C_e_nsus_  g£
£g§E±±± 3E; ee#in¥:±rE±::in:a:Zf±:: , G:;;g: a. 2ggag::I
United  States  Census
1900-19 t
B±P.g.r±  ££  Georgia  €g:unt.¥  Pot>ulation
.     Copied  by  Georgia  Education  Association  from
ates  Depar.tment  of  Commerce--Bureau  of  Census,
Apr.11  26,   195tr.
work|;?[[;!gE;;;]f;?i:isE:::i:?,u%:?:E:E#offir#aF#eg3F
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TABLE   V
ENROLLRENT   Ey   GRADES   FOR   WHITE   Scfl-COLS
GRADE                                                                              I OTAli
1            3            5            7            8            9          10          11          12
1920-21       216
1926-27       218
1929-30       3tr3
1930-31       280
1931-32       265
1933-3h       267
i9th-tr2      257
i9h2-tr3      3iio
i9tr3-th      723
i9th-tr5      870
i9tr5-h6      562
19h7-h8      thl
i9tr8-tr9       iL72
1951-52       369
173       138       127          79
155       1?2
2ha2        2h3
253       210
262       222
274       237
22tr       261
317       280
600       5tr7
71h      615
th9      trl9
tri6       353
373       379
425       377
136          26
itr9      i6tr
170       138
iirfu      i6i
196       191
258       192
276       218
H8      281
516       375
ul6      3il5
323       309
333        30Li
357       337
76       h7          30            X         1,336
113     115          62          32          1,5ha8
L66       79          36         S9          2,226
159       98         61         36          2,116
139     131          61          62          2,179
199     112          76          70          2,ha29
2ih    i[i9      itr9        97         2,563
216    i77       i32       111         2,9tr6
295    205      200      126        5.lil
309     2h2       183       155         5,822
291     236       160       io9          tr,tr39
156     i9h       22tr       26ly         3,796
301     23tr       196       159          tr,ii[7
336     267       270       208         h,5tr2
Copied  from manuscript  showing  enrollment  fignres  ln
Sup.erintendent ls  Office,   Brunswick,  Geopgla.
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TABLE  VI
ENROLLRENT   EFT   GRADES   FOR   COLORED   SCHO0|.S
yEan                                                                 GRADE                                                                            I OT AL
1            5            7            8            9            10          11          12
1920-21
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1932-33
193h-35
1939-fro
19H-L2
19L3-th
|9th-tr5
i9tr7-h8
1951-52
131         try
136          72
15tr         85
156       103
2th      186,
187       155
2LL3        142
253        1LL6
28tr      |8tr
333       204
276       206
231      2th
2197
Sly          3 2          23
hl          211          20
75          ti.1          32
7h        ?i       36
119        73        th
loo        7 8        ill
86          80         58
113          93          78
i2tr         92         93
111       121          89
152       119       133
XXX
XXX
18xx
27  ,       27         13
tr5         36         21
h6         22         Sir
h9         36         32
59          28          27
69          33          37
5 3         tr5         21
70        hl        h8
85         53          81
540
7tr5
75h
933
1.325
1,351
1,iL13
1,h5tr
1,7tro
1'858
1,803
1,959
Copied  from mannscrlpt  showing  enrollment  figur.es  in
Snpepintendent ls  Office,  BIunswick,  Georgia.
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TABLE  VII
TEACRERsi   SALan¥  SCHEDum   -GI+INN  CouNI¥  ScHooLs
BRENSWIGKj   GEORGIA
i;i:pii;IIiii
E g:::: 8::::g:
E
years  College
years  College
-  No  experi©noe
-  No  experience
-  avo  expeplence
-  No  experience
-  No  experience
-  3  years  experience
-  3  years  experience
-  3  years  experience
-  3  years  experience
L tears  College  -3  years  expepienee
ears  College  -  6  years  experience
E
ii::iii:i;i::rii?pi¥;i;;
i ;:g: :::I::: : i ;:f.: :i;::i:E::
years  College  -  9  years  experience
years  College  -  9  years  experience
#:::;:;: :: ; ?:; ::::::::::: : :: :::::::::: :::: :3y:i::::
RTastep I a
Masterls
Hastep , a
Masterls
Has t a r I s
master I a
Hastep's
Master I s
"astep , a
Hasten I s
Master I s
Master I a
Master 1 s
Master I s
Has t e I I s
¢eptifieate  -  3  yrs.  experience
Certificate  -  3  Pps.  experience
€ertlficate  -  3  Pps.  experlenc6
Certificate
Ceptlflcat©
Geptifica,te
.Certificate
Certificat;e
Certificate
¢eptificate
-3  yrs.  experience
-  3  yrs®  experience
Certificate  -
Certificate  -
Certificate  -
Certificate  -
6  Pps.  e3[peplence
i;:i;
experience
experience
S.Hrs®
S.Hrs,
S.Eps,
plus    6  S.Hrs.
plus ' 12  S.Hrs.
experience  blue  18  S.Hrs.
experience
9  yrs.  experience
9  yrs®  experience
9  yrs.  experience
9  yps®   experience
Certificate  -9  yrs.  experience
plus  1  year
S.Hrs,
S,Hrs.
a,Hrs,
These  salaries  based  on  Ppofesslonal  Certificate®
2700®00
2800,00
2900.00
3000,00
3100,00
3000,00
3100,00
3200.00
3a83:88
3100,00
3200,00
3300,00
3600,00
3!88:88
900,00
aOOOoOO
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TABIE  VIII
STATE   OF  GEORGIA  sAIARy  scfiEi>uLE  FOR  1953.5tr
ANNUAli   SALAftY   BASED   0N   10   MONTHS   WORK
Yrs.  of      Beginning    After  3  Yrs.    After  6  Yrs.    After  9  Yps.
Type   of                 College       Base                 A.pppoved   -          Approved              Approved
Cei`tificates    Training    Salary          Experience        Experience        Experience
Professional
Pr.ovisional
Professional
Provisional
Professional
Provisional
PI.ofesslonal
Provisional
#2L00
h#
3#
2#
2hoo
1900
1900
1700
1700
1500
$2900---
$2550
L= LJ I
$2100
LI I LL
$185'0---
$3100---
$2700
Tr==
$2200
L= r= I
$1900L|-
#3300
i=TI
$2850
=L|=
%2300
LiJT
#1950---
THE  A"'rmAL  sALARy   OF   TEACHERs   As   INDlcATED   ABO-un  SHALL  BE  DlsBURSED   IN
TRELVE  MONIHIJY   PA¥RENTS   AS   SHO"   EEI.OIJ:
Yrs.  of                              After  3  YI.s.    After  6  Yps.    After  9  Yps.
Type                       College       Beginner       Approved              Approved             Approved
Certificate      Training                           Experience        Experience        Experience
Profe a a tonal
Provisional
Professional
Provisional
Professiondi
Provislontl
Profes81onal
Provis Zonal
$200.00
#:88:83
#:#:33
:i;:88
#2trl,67
LI==
$212®50---
tsl75,00
L i I iT
#15tr'17
I i= r=
$258.33
-~~
#225,00---
$183.33
LIIT
$158.83
L= Ll r=
$275,00
LJrlLT
$237,50
=L=L
$191,67
~-I
$162,50
I L= i I
